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THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE THESIS PREPARED UNDER MY SUPERVISION BY
Delia Grace Qqx.gL.61L.
entitled A Special Catalogue of the Musical .Material in
the University of Illinois Library.
IS APPROVED BY ME AS FULFILLING THIS PART OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE
of Bachelor of Music
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT OF







II. General theory 13.
III. Theory of music education, and instruction 26.
IV. Philosophy and esthetics 42.















In making this special catalogue of the music material in the
University of Illinois Library, the object in view was a classifi-
cation of the music and musical books from the standpoint of the
music student in order that the material be made more accessible to
those wishing to use it.
The mu3ic material is arranged on the shelves according to
the library Dewey Decimal classification system by means of which
all books are classified under ten main divisions. Music books
fall under the main division known as "Fine Arts" which is desig-
nated by the number 700, The number 780 indicates the special sub-
division for music. Further subdivisions are made according to the
following outline; (Note. . From 781 on, just the main divisions are
given, but it is to be understood that there are subdivisions sim-
ilar to those under 780).
780 Music in general
780.1 Philosophy and esthetics
780.3 Dictionary and cyclopedias
780.4 Essays, tracts, etc.
780.5 Periodicals
780.6 Societies
780.7 Study, schools, etc.
780.
S
History of music (general only)

History by periods.
780.911 Ancient to 400 A.D.
780. 912 Medieval, 400-1600
780.913 Modern 1600-
780.93 General and collected biography
780.933 Individual biography and criticism
780.93
to Hist orv by countrv
780.99





786 Piano and organ
787 Stringed instruments
788 Wind instruments
789 Percussion and mechanical instruments
In addition to a class number, each volumne is given a book
number derived from the author's name to indicate its place on the
shelves in relation to the other books of the same class. That
is-the library number of Matthew's popular History of Music being
number
780.9—the A780 indicates the subdivision of music and the 9 fol-
M426
lowing the decimal point, a further subdivision of musical
history. The books in this subdivision are arranged alphabetic
cally on the shelves by the author's name. Thus the bock number
M426 indicates the exact place where the book is to be found.
In this special catalogue the material has been classified
under the two main divisions of theoretical and practical music-
















4. Musical form and analysis.
5. Composition.
6. Acoustics.






6 . Sacred music .
7 .Opera,
8. Orchestra and orchestral instruments.
S. Band and band instruments.
IV. Esthetics












6. Public school music.
II. Sacred music not listed elsewhere.
III. Piano.
IV. Violin (includes piano and violin).
V. Organ.
VI. Ens emble( scores and parts)
1 . Piano.
2. String quartett.
3. Cello or viola and piano.
4. Other combinations.
VII. Orchestral (scores and parts).

History
Er.cy clopedias and Dictionaries.
780.3 Baker, Theodore Biographical dictionary of
E17 musicians.
q780.3 Champlin, J.D, arid Apthorp, W,F, ed. Cyclopedia
C35 of music and musicians. 3v.
780.3 Clifford, J.H. ed. The music lover's handbook
C61m (1) a Pronouncing dictionary of musical terms
and (2) biographical dictionary cf musicians,
780.3 De Bekker, L.J. Stoket encyclopedia of music and
D35s2 musicians, covering /the entire period of
musical history :fxci the earliest times to the
season of 1908 -'09.
780.3 Elson, L.C. Elson's music dictionary.
E17e
780.3 Encyclopedia de la musique et dictionnaixe du
Enl9 conservatoire. 3v,
780.3 Gathy, A. Llusikalisches conversations lexicon.
G22m
780.3 Grove, George Dictionary cf music and musicians.
G91 4v. and index.
780.3 Grove, George Dictionary of music and musicians.
091m Haltland ed. 5v.
780.3 Llathews, W.S.B. and Liebling, Emil Dictionary of
I42 music.
780 Lloore, Encyclopedia of music.
L:78
q780.3 Moore, Encyclopedia of music.
M78
780.3 Niecks, Frederick Concise dictionary of musical
IT55c terms.
780.3 Palmer, Llusical history; two thousand questions
F18t with answers,
780,3 Rieman,Eugo Dictionary of music,
R44
780.3 Riemarm, Hugo Musik - lexikon.
R44m
720 University musical encyclopedia by emin nt educators,





Fatka, Richard Geshichte der musiok in Fohmen 2v.
q780.9
B41m
Fellermann, Heinrich Die mensuralnoten und taktzeichen
des XV und XVI jahrhunderts
q780.9
141m2
Fellerman, Heinrich Die mensuralnoten und taktzeichen
des XV und XVI jahrhunderts.
780.94
B75
Prendel, K. F. Geschichte der musik.
780.9
C35h




Ohappell, William Old English popular music. 2 v.
780.9
C45n
Chorley, H. F. National music of the world.
780.9
C68g
Co lies, H. C. Growth of music. 3v.
780.9
C73h
Combarieu, Jules Histoire de la musiaue des origines
a la mort de Peethoven. 2v.
780.9
C77s
Cooke, J. F. Standard history of music.
780.9
C839
Coussemaker, Edmond Scriptorum de musica medii aevi




Davison, J. W. Music during the Victorian era.
780.9
D56s
Dickinson, Edward Study of the history of music.
780.9
D56






R. Early German music in Philadelphia.
780,9
D91h





Elson, L. C. History of American music.
780.973
E17h2
Elson, L. C. History of American music

























Emmannuel, Maurice Histoire de la lanque musicale.
Fi lino re, Lessons in musical history.
780.951 Fischer, Erich Peitrage zur erforschung der Chin-
P52b esischen musik nach phonograph is chen aufnahmen.
780.954 Fcx-5t^angways , A. H. Music of Hindostan.
^83m
Gantvoort, A. J. Familiar talks on the history of
music
.
Goddard, Joseph Rise of music.
780.951 Green, G. P. Some aspects of Chinese music, and some
thoughts and impressions on art principles in
musi c
.
Hamilton, Outlines of music history.
Harris, C. A. Chronome tri cal chart of musical history.





















Poston symphony orchestra; an historical
American history and encyclopedia of
Hullah, John History of modern music.







780.9 Jacobsthal, Gustav Die mensuralnotenschri ft des
J15m zwoelften und dreizehnten jahrhunderts
.
(780.943)
830.91 Jolizza Das lied und seine geschichte.
J6si
780.9439 Kaldy, Julius History of Hungarian music.
K12h
q780.9 Kappey, J. A. Military music.
K14
780.9 Kostlin, H. A. Geschichte der musik im umriss.
K84g
780.9 Landormy, P. 0. R . Histoire de la musique.
L23h3
780.9 Langhams, History of music.
L26
780.9 Latham, Morton Renaissance of music.
L34
780.9 Lavoix, H. M. F. La musique daus l'ymagerie du
L39m moyen age.
780.9439 Liszt, Franz Die zi.ereuner und ihre musik in Ungarn.
L69z
780.9 Loop, Bernhard Uber den einfluss der Renaissance
L87u auf die entwicklunp der musik.
780.9 Mathews/ Ponular history of music.
M426
780.9 Matthew, Handbook of musical history.
M4 3
780.9 Mohler, Deschichte der alten und mittelaltetflichen.
M72g
780.947 Montagn-Nathan, History of Russian -nusic
M76h
780.9 Naumann, Emil History of music. 2v.
N22
780.9 Newman, Ernest Musical studies.
N46m
780.9 Niecks, Frederick Programme music in the last fourN55 centuries,














































Paine, J. K. History of music to the death of Shubert.
Parry, C. H. Art of music
Parry, C. H. Summary of musical history.
Pereira de Mello, G. T. A musica no Brazil des de os
tempos coloniaes ate o primeiro decenio da Republica,
Piggott Music and musical instruments of Japan*
Pratt, W. S. Class notes in music history
.
Pratt, W. S. History of music
Reissmann, August
schen musik.
Illustrirte geschichte der deut-
Riemann, Hugo Catechism of musical history. 2v»
Riemann, Hugo Geschichte der musik seit Beethoven
(1800-1900).
Riemann, Hugo Grundriss der musi kwi ssenschaft
.
Riemann, Hugo HandLuch der musikgesch ichte 2v in 3
Ritter
Ritter
History of music. 2v.
Music in England.
Rockstro, W. S. History of Music.
Rowbotham, J. F. History of music
Saint-Saens, Camille Germanoph ilie
.
Schubiger, Anselm Die sangerschule St. Gallens vom
achten bis zwolften jahrhundert.
Seidl and Smith Music of the modern world. 2v.





Smith Music how it came to be what it is*



















Music of the Bible.
Stanford and Forsyth History of music
Stumpf, Karl Die aufange der musik.
Tapper, Thomas and Goetschius, Percy Essentials in
music history.
Taylor, H. J. Historical facts relating to music*
Untersteiner , Short history of music*
Walker Beethoven.
780.942 Walker, Ernest History of music in England.
W15h
q780.9415 Walker, J. C.
W15h









Wallaschek, Richard Primitive music
Wasielewski, Wilhelm Joseph von Geschid-te der in-
strumentalmusik im XVI jahrhundert, mit abbildungen
von instrumenten und mus ikbeilagen*








Ehrlich, A. (pseud) Celebrated violinists past and
present
.
Hensel, Sebastian Die familie Mendelssohn.
780.92
M52hE2





Rogers, Francis Some famous singers of the 19th
cen tury





Rolland, Romain Musicians of today.
Rolland, Romain Musiciens d'autrefois.
780.92
R64muEb
Rolland, Romain Some musicians of former days.
780.92
Sh2m
Sharp, R. F. Makers of music.

Biography, Individual.
( Note. Alphabeted by biographee )
8.
780.923 Arblay, Frances (Eurney) Memoirs of Dr. Burney.
AxIn
"80.923 Norton, W.T. William Dawson Armstrong; American.
Ar5n composer.
780.923 Goncourt, E.L. Antoine Huot de and Goncourt, J.A.H,
Ar66g de Sophie Arnould d'Apres sa corr espondance et
ses memoirs inedits.
780.923 Falck, L'artin Wilhelm Friedemann Each.
El2f
780.923 Spitta, Philipp Johann Sebastian Bach; his work
B12s and influence en tfcu -music of Germany.
780.923 Thome, E.H. Bach.
B12t
780.923 Fischer, G. A, Beethoven; a character study.
B39f
780.923 Hoffmann, Franz Ludv/ig van Beethoven.
B39he
780.923 Indy, Vincent Eeethoven; a critical biography.
B39iEb
780.923 Nohl, Ludwig Life of Beethoven.
E39nE
780.923 Rau, Herbert Beethoven; a biographiaal romance.
B39rE
780.923 Rolland, Remain Beethoven by Rolland Romain,
B39roEh translate,'" by B. Constance Hull.
"80.923 Rudall, H, Beethoven.
B39ru
"80.923 Rhedlock, J.S. Beethoven.
E39s
780.923 Berlioz, Hector, Autobiography of Hector Berlioz.
B45be 2v.
780.923 Kabets, Borodin and Liszt.
B64hE2
780.923 Antcliffe, Herbert Brahms.
E73a























Deitere, Hermann Johannes Erahms
Erb , J . L . Br ahm s
.
780.923 Fuller - Llaitland, J. A. Brahma,
May, Life of Johannes Brahms. 2v.
Reimann, Heinrich Johannes Erahms.
Btoll, S.C. Ole Bull.
760.923 Xarascwski Mauryoy Frederic Chopin; his life;
045k works and letters.
Niecks, Frederick Frederick Chopin as a man and
musician. 2v.
Tarnoswki, Stamiblaw Chopin; as revealed by
extracts from his diary.





Sayers, W. C. B. Samuel Coleridge Taylor; musician;
his life and letters,




780.923 Hinton, J.W. Cesar Franck; some personal reminie*
F84h cences.
780.923 Kochel, Ludwig ritter von Johann Jcsef Fux, hof
F98h compositor und hofkapellmeister der kaiser.
780.923 Keiner, Ferdinand Die madrigals gesualdor von
G93k V/enosa.







780.933 Cummings, W.H. Handel.
H19c
780.923 Rolland, Romain Handel.
H19rEh
780.923 Schoelcher, Victor Life of Handel.
H19s
780.923 Volbach, Fritz Georg Friedrich Handel.
H19v2
780.923 (Beyle, Marie Henei) The life of Haydn, in a series of
H32bE letters written at Vienna. Followed by the life of
Mozart, with observations on Metastasis, and on presen
state of music in France and Italy.
780.923 Nohl, F.L. Life of Haydn.
H32nE
780.923 Runciman, J.F. Haydn.
H32r
780.923 Schmidt, Leopold Joseph Haydn.
H32s2
780.923 Townsend, P.D Jospeh Haydn.
H32t
780.923 Fuller, M.J. A. Jospeh Joachim.
J57f
780.923 Joachim, Joseph Letters.
J57jEb
780.923 Nohl, K.F. Life of Liszt.
L69nE
780.923 Consecrated talents; or, The life of m*s. Mary W. Mason.
L!38c
780.923
M382m Mason, William Memories of a musical life.
780.923 Blackburn Mendelssohn
M52b
780,923 Hiller, Ferdinand Mendelssohn. Letters and recollect-
M52hE ions.
780.923 Lampadius, W.A. Life of Felix Mendel ssohn-Bartholdy
.
M52*E
780.923 Mendel ssohn-Bartholdy Felix, Jacob Ludwig. Meister-
M52m brief e ausgewahet und erlautert von Ermst Wolff.

780.923 Rockstn, W.S. Mendelssohn.
M52r6
780.923 Stratton, S.S. Mendelssohn.
M52s
780.923 Gehring, F.E. Mozart.
M87g
780,923 Hoffmann, Franz Mozart's youth.
M87hE
780.923 John, Otto W.A. Mozart.
M87j
780.923 John, Otto Life of Mozart.
M87j E






780.923 Schurig, Arthur Wolfang Amadeus Mozart. 2v.
M87s
780.923 Thompson, Vance Life of Ethelbert Nevin.
N41t
780.923 Fetis, F.J. Biographical notice of Nicolo Paganini.
P14f
780.923 Gilse van der Pals, N. Van N.A. Rimsky-Korssakow
.
R46g
780.923 Bevan, W # Rossini.
R73b
780.923 Edwards, H.S. Rossini and his school.
R73e3
780.923 Neitzel, Otto Camille Saint-Saeus.
Sa2n.
780.923 Frost, H.F. Schubert.
Sch7f
780.923 Riesz, Otto Jihann Abraham Peter Schulz* leben.
Sch4r
780.923 May, Florence Girlhood of Clara Shumann.
Sch8m
.







































Schumann, R.A. Early letters of Robert Shumann,
Petherick, Horace Antonio Stradivari.
Findon, B.W. Sir Arthur Sullivan, his life and music.
Lawrence, Arthur Sir Arthur Sullivan life story, letter
and reminiscences.
Wyndham, H.Saxe Arthur Sullivan.
Thomas, Theodore Theodore Thomas; a musical autobiog-
raphy .
Thomas, Rose (Fay) Memoirs of Theodore Thomas.
Lee, E.M. Tchaikowski.
Visetti, A. A. Verdi.
Wagner, W.R. Family letters of Richard Wagner.
Newman, Ernest Wagner as man and artist.
Benedict, Sir Julius Weber.
Gehrmann, Hermann Carl Maria Von Weber.
Decsey, Ernest Hugo Wolf 4v.




General books on l.Iusic.
780 American Musical Directory. 1906-07.
Am3
780 Aristoxenus, Harmonies of Aristoxenus.
Ar4h
780 Boise, O.B. Music and its masters.
B63m
780 Boston Musical Bureau. Handbook of musical statistics.
B6o
780.8 Breitkopf and Hart el, Leipzig. Musikbucher. Abt.2
B74m2 kleine konzertfuhrer . v501-54-0. v542-649.
780 Brussel3-Conservatoire royal du musique. Album des inst-
B83a ruments extr-Europeens
.
780 Brussels—Conservatoire royal de musique. Annuaire.
B83aU
7S0 Colomb, La musique.
E71m
780 Elson, Arthur. The book of musical knowledge ;the his-
El 7b tory, technique, and appreciation of music , together
with lives of the great composers, for music lovers,
students and teachers.
780 Elson, L.C. Curiosities of music.
El 7
780 Elson, L.C. Shakespeare in music.
822.33
GE7
780 Engel, Karl. Musical myths and facts. 2v.
En3
780 Fay, Amy. Music study.
F29
780 Finck, H.T. Sucess in music and how it is won.
F493
780 Galpin, F.W. Old English instruments of music.
G13o
780 Krehbiel, H.E. How to listen to music, hints and sug-
K37h gestions to untaught lovers of the art.




780 Lynd, William. A popular account of ancient musical
L99p instruments.
q7S0 Marx, A.B. Music of the 19th century.
M36
780 Mason, D.u. The art of music: ft comprehensive library
M38a of information for music lovers and musicians, 14v.
780 Munch, Die musik in schule una haus. 2v.
M92
78© Musical and educational directory of Detroit and eastern
M96 Michigan.
780 Pearce, C.W. Rudiments of musical knowledge.
P31r
780 Rubenstein, Anton. Conversation on music.
R82
780 Rubenstein, Anton. Music and its masters.
R82mE
780 Spitta Philipp. Zur musik.
Sp4z
780 Tapper, Thomas. Chats with music students.
T16
780 Tapper, Thomas. Music life.
TISm
780 Thibaut, A.F. Purity in music.
T34
q780 Thomas, Famous composers and their works. 2v.
T36
780 Upton, G.P. Standard concert guide.
Up8s
780.8 Stainer, Sir John. Early Bodleian music; sacred and
fStl secular song3.
780.8 WQssidlo, Walther. Operetten-bibliothek; popul'arer




Theory of music .
xq781
Aalt








Brons, S. De muziek in haar mezen.
xq781
C33m
Cerone, Pedro El melopeo y maestro.
781
C94
Curmen, John How to read music.
781
G21s
Gasperini, Guido Stoia della semiografia musicale.
xq781
G4og
Glareanus, H. L. Glareani Basileae.
781
r% c cGoo










Harding, H. A. Musical ornaments.
781
Kofen






Laloy, Louis Future of music; coming changes outlined
in regard to composer, conductor and
orchestra.
Lavignae, Albert Music and musicians.
781
Mio e










Morley, Thomas Plain and easy introduction to practical
music set down in form of a dialogue
divided into three parts.





Morton, intellectual element in music*

16.
781 uuseley, F. A. Gr. Treati3e on counterpoint, canon and
OuSt fugue*
781 Pearce, C. W. Text bock of musical knowledge. 4v«
P31t
781 Pearce, C. W. Questions and exercises, intended for
P31tq practical use during study of the Text-
book of musical knowledge. 4v»
781 Reger, Max Modulat ionslehre.
R26
781 Russell Embellishments of music.
qR91e
781 Saint-George, Henry Place of science in music*
Sa2p
781 Schering, Arnold Musikalische bildung und erziehung zum
Sch2m musikalischen hb'ren.
781 Stone Scientific basis of music
St 7
781 Tozer, A. E. & Tozer, Ferris Solution of University &
T66s Royal college of organists
music examination. 5 v.
781 Weitzmann, K. F. Bowman 1 s-We it zman' s manuel of musical
W43m theory.
781 Williams, Story of notation.
WS7s
xq781 Zacconi, Lodovico Prattica di musica utille et
Zllp necessaria si al compositore per
comporre i canti suoi regolatamente*
q781 Zarlino, Gioseffo Le institution! harmoniche de M.
Z18i Gioseffo Zarlino da Chioggia-










Anger, J. H. Modern enharmonic scale as the basis of
the chromatic element in music.
781.3
An4t
Anger, J. n. ireatise on narmony witn exercises, o pt 8.
781.3 Banister Helpful papers for harmony students*
781.3
B2<sa
Banister Art of modulating >
781.3
B22h
Bannister Harmonising of melodies*
781.3
B63h
xjoise, u. £>. iiarmon]^ macie practical*
781.3
DO CTTBooU
cuck j r. u # uniiigureci narmony.
781.3
BSbC
•Dussxex, LiUdwig jijXemenuary narmony
»
781.3 unaa.i7icic, i». vy
. i\.ey uo onactwicK s narmony.
781.3
C342
unduwicit, Lr. v». n«.rmony#
781.3
ObbK
vj-aJKe, 11. a. i\.ey ijo oxdrice s n.ctxmcny»
781.3
Oboe
Clarke, H. A. A system of harmony,
781.3
qobbt;
Clarke, H. A. Theory explained to piano students-
781.3
udle
Cornell, J. H. An easy method of modulation by means
of universal formulas.









781.3 Duncan, Edmondstoune Melodies and how to harmonize
D91m them.
781.3 Foote & Spalding Modern harmony in its theory and
F73 practice.
781.3 Foote & Spalding A key to the 501 exercises in
F73y Modern Harmony in its theory and practice-
781.3 Gariel, Eduardo New system of harmony based on four
G18n fundamental ohords,
781.3 Gladstone, F. E. Five part harmony.
G45
781.3 Goetschuis, Percy Material used in musical composi-
G55 tiori'
781,3 Goetschuis, Percy Exercises in melody writing.
G55e
781.3 Goodrich, Wallace Analytical Harmony.
G6S
781.3 Hauptmann, Montz Die natur der harmonik under der
H29n metrik.
781.3 Higgs, James Modulation.
H53
781.3 Hull, A. E. Modern harmony, its explanation and
H87m application.
781,3 Jadassohn, Salomon Manuel of harmony.
J17
781.3 Klauser Septonate and the centralization of the
K66 tonal system.
781.3 Lehraann, F. J. Harmonic analysis.
L52h
781.3 Morgan, J. P. & Boise, 0. B. Exercises in harmony
M82 and counterpoint.
781.3 Lenormand, Rene Study of modern harmony*
L54eEa
781.3 Muller, C. U. Tables for the writing of exercises
MSI in the study of harmony.
781.3 Norris, Practical harmony.
N79p




































Prout, Ebenezer Analytical key to Harmony.
Prout, Ebenezer Harmony: its theory and practice.
Hichter, Alfred Additional exercises to Kichter's
Manuel or Haxaony.
Kichter, E. F. E. Manuel of harmony.
Riemann, Hugo Harmony simplified.
Schwartz j Gr. if. Catechism of harmony.
Schwartz, G. F. Melody of harmonization'
Shinn, F. G. A method of teaching harmony pt. 1-2
.
Stainer, John Harmony,
Tobin, J. R. Figured-bass playing.
Tschaikowsky Guide to the practical study of
harmony.
Vincent Harmony, diatonic and chromatic*
Wooldridge, H. E. Early English harmony from 10th
to 15th century*
Ziehn, Bernard Manual of harmony.
Ziehn, Bernard Five and six part harmonies; how to
use them; 800 examples-





q781 .4 Artusi, G. M. L ' Arte del contraponto, del Rever*
Ar7a
781.4 Baker, Theodore Manual of counterpoint.
B17m
781.4 Bridge, J. F. Double counterpoint and canon.
B76
781.4 Ergo Leerboek voor het contrapunt*
Er3
781.4 Cherubini Counterpoint and fugue.
qC42
781.4 Gladstone, F. E. A treatise on strict counterpoint/ 2v.
G45t
781.4 Goetschuis, Percy Applied Counterpoint.
Gr55o
781.4 Gadassohn, Salomon Manual of simple double, triple
J17 and quadruple counterpoint*
781.4 Kitson The art of counterpoint and its application
KS5a as a decorative principle*
q781.4 Martini, G. B. Esemplare, o sia Saggio fondamentale
M36c practico di contrappunto sopra il
canto fermo.
781.4 Pearce, C. W. Composers' counterpoint*
P31c
781.4 Pearce, Charles W. Modern academic counterpoint*
P31m
7S1.4 Prout, Ebenezer Double counterpoint and canon »
P94d
781.4 Saunders, Gordon Examples in strict counterpoint. 2v.
Sa8c
781.4 Spalding Tonal counterpoint*
Spt

Musical form and an?«lysis. 21.
781.5 Anger, J. H. Form in music*
781
B22
Banister Lectures on musical analysis.
781
B9a
Beethoven, Ludwig von Louis von Beethoven Studies in




Brons De leer von den muzikalon vorrn*
781,5
LX r
Erpf, Hermann Der begriff der musikalischen form.
731.5 Goetschuis, Percy Lessons in music form.
781.5
LtOO
Goetschuis, Percy Models of the principal musical
i orms
.
786.41 Harding, H. A. Analysis of form.
786.41
B39Y
Harding, H. A. Three hundred and fifty question on the
form and tonality of Beethoven's pianoforte son-
*"a 4" o aOilj -AS,
781.2
tits i in
Haskell, Russel comp. Musical expositor.
786.8 Hathaway, J. W. G. An analysis of Mendelssohn's organ
woiKo j a Souciy u± iineir suxuctjUx-ii xeaouxes.
781.7
qn&o u




Holmes Three hundred and fifty questions and exer-
cises on the academic manual of the rudiments
oi music *
786.8 Iliffe Analysis of Bach's 48 preludes and fugues*
731.5
Lb r 3
Lussy, Matnis A short treatise on musical rhythm.
781 .5
\SAO
Mathews Primer of musical forms .
781.8
M75m
Monro The modes of ancient Greek music

22.
781.5 Ouselsy A treatise on musical form and general coin-
0u8t position-
736.81 Pearce, C. W, Mendelssohn's organ sonatas, technically
P31m and critically discussed*
783.82 Prout, Ebenezer Fugal analysis; a companion to "Fugue";
P94f being a collection of fugue 3 of various
styles*
786.4 Riemann Analysis of Bach's Wohlternper irtes clavier.
312y
q787.3 Tapper, Thomas Musical form and analysis.
T16m







Albrecht sberger Harmony, composition*
q781.6
.d4o
Berlioz, L. H. Instrumentation,
q781.6 Berlioz, L. H. Instrumentation! ehre.
781.6 Dannreuther, Edward Musical ornamentation. 2v.
781.6
G55i
Goetsohui3, Percy Larger forms of musical composition.







Hofmann, Richard Practical instrumentation.
781.6
Jl r





Kitson, C. H. Studies in fugue •
781.6
qMo^i














Riemann, Hugo Catechism of orchestration.
781.6
R44g
Riemann, Hugo Grundriss der komposit ionlehre.
731,6 Riemann, Hugo Katechi3ms der gesangskomposition
781.6
qSa9e











731.1 Baker, F.C. How we hear; a treatise on the phenomena
Bl?h of sound.
784.9 Brewer, E.C. Sound and its phenomena.
B75
781.1 Broadhouse, Students' handbook of acoustics.
B78
781.1 Dunk, J.L. Hyper acoustics.
D9Sh
781.1 Hamilton, C.G. Sound and its relation to music.
H18s
781.1 Helmholtz, H.L.F. On the sensations of tone as a phys-
H361Ee4 iological basis for the theory of music.
781.1 Lowe, C.E.. Lessons in harmonics and resultants.
L95l







Banister, H.C. Textbook of music.
780.7
Ti n t>B79




Cady, C.B. Music- education, 2v.
730.7
D13m





Dickinson, Edward. Education of a music lover. A book
for those who study or teach the art of listening.
780.7
D5o%
Dicks. Handbook of examination in music.
780.7
EY4
Eylau and Eylau. Profession of teaching music.
780.7
115






Martin, Report on the teaching of music in the






Matthay, T.A. Ilusical interpretationjits laws and prin~
ciples and their application in teaching and per-
forming.




Music supervisor's conference; journal of proceedings of





Music teachers' national association; Stiidies in musical
education, hi story, and aesthetics, papers and pro-
ceedings. v28-38.














Alchin, Ear training for teacher and pupil.
764.9
B12a
Bach, On musical education and vocal culture.
784.9
B39
Behnke and Browne. Child 1 s voice.
784.9
B65m




Coward, Henry. Choral technique and interpretation.
784
D28
Davies, Singing of the future.
784
D918
Duncan, Edmondstcune . The story of minstrelsy.
784
Evlh
Evans, "dwin. Historical, descriptive, and analytical





Finick, H.T. Songs and song writers.





Gira,udet, A. Vocal gymnastics; exercises for the de-
velopment ,homogeneousness and flexibility of the
voice
.
Guttmann, Gymnastics of the voice.
784.9
G983




Harris, C.K. How to write a popular song.
784.9
H34e
Heacox, A.E. Ear training.
784.9
H36c
Heinrich, Max. Correct principles of classical singing.
784.9
H73
Holmes, Voice production and voice preservation.





Kufferath, H.F. Ecole pr?.tique du choral.
784.9
L19t








Mahlendoff, Science and art of adjustment between





Mason, Lowell. Manual of the Boston academy of music,
for instruction in the elements of vocal music, on
system of Pestalozzi.




Mees, Choir 8 and choral music.
784.9
M61v







Mills, Voice production in singing and speaking





Myer, E.J. Position and action in singing, a study of
the true conditions of tone, a solution of automatic
(artistic) br eath-control
,
Palmer, H.R. The choral union; an improved text book
in the first principles of singing by note.
784.9
P19a
Panseron, The A,B,C of music.
784.9
R63rn
Rogers, My voice and I.
784
f StId




Streeter, The primary elements of music.
784.9
T21p
Taylor, The psychology of singing.
784.9
T81n
















U.S. Library of congress. Division of music. Catalo
gue of first editions of Stephen C. .Foster.
Upton, G.P. Song, its birth, evolution and functions
with numerous selections from old English lyrics.
Upton, G.P. The standard cantatas.











Brigham, Eleanor Scales their history, theory finger-
ing and technical use on the piano-
forte.
786.3 Brown, J. P. Intervals, chords and ear training for
young pianoforte students.
786.3 Burrows, J. F. Piano-forte primer.
786.4
L>ftO





Cooke, J. F. Great pianists on piano playing.
786.1
Uoop
Dolge, Alfred Pianos and their makers*
785.41
Ei8






Grabill, E. W. Mechanics of piano technic
786.1
H61
Hipkins History of the pianoforte.
786.4
H89
Huneker Chopin, the man and his music
786.4 Jonson Handbook to Chopin's works.
786.1
Kb (^p
Krehbiel, H. E. The pianoforte and its music
786.3
L43r
Lawrence, F. L. Rationale of piano technic
786.1
N33e






Reiraann, Hugo Introduction to playing from score.

31.
786.41 Shedlock, J. S. Pianoforte Scnota; its origin and
Sh34p development •
783.4 Taylor Technique and expression in pianoforte
qT21 plaining.
785. 1 fteitzmann, K. F. History of pianoforte-playing and
W43 pianoforte literature*













































The natural history of the musical bow.
Balfour & Co. How to tell the nationality of old vio-
lins.
Bates, H.N. A treatise on bow control, w ith calisthen-
ic and practical drills for violins.
Bates, H.N. A treatise on finger control, with calis-




Chats to cello students.
Demeny, G.E.J. Physiologie des professions. Le violon-
iste. Art-rnecani3me-hygiene.
Dubourg, The violin.





Henley, William. The violin.
Lehmann, George. True principles of the art of violin
playing.
Mason, D.G. 1873 The orchestral instrument and what
they do; a primer for concert goers.
Matthews, The violin music of Beethoven.
Niederheitmann, Friedrich. Cremona.
Niederheitmann, Friedrich. Cremona.



















Poznanski, I.B. The violin and bow.
Ritchie, Wallace. Advice to violin students.
Ruhlmann, Die geschichte der bogsninstrumente
insbesondere derjenigen des heutigen streich-quar-
tettes.
Schle singer, Kathleen. The instrument a of the modern
orchestra and early records of the precursors of the
violin family,
Steinert, M. Steinert collection of keyed and stri-
nged instruments.
Stoeving, Paul. The art of violin bowing.
Straeten, E.S.J, van der. History of the violin, cello
the viol da gamba. 2v.
Winn, E.L. Violin talks.
787.1
fL98










Alcock, W. G. The organ.
Audsley Art of organ building. 2v.
Buck, Dudley Influence of the organ in history.










Fetis, F. J. How to play from score*
Goodrich, Wallace Organ in Franc e<
Hull, A. E. ed. Modern organ composers







Lahee Organ and its masters.
Miller, G. L. Recent revolution in organ building.
Peace, A. L. Programme notes, consisting of four
hundred and seventy brief annotations on
pieces performed at the organ recitals




016.783 Bibliotheca mueico-liturgica. vl
.
qB47
783.2 Briggs, Elements of plain song.
qB76
783 Boussem-iker , C.E, Drames liturgigues du moyen age.
qC83d (texte and musique;
783 Davies, H.W. Music and christian worship, a short sur-
D28 vey and analysis,
783 Dickinson, Edward. History of church music,
D56
pam.
783 Dickinson, Edward. Music in the history of the western
D56m church.
783.3 Edwards, F.G. The history of Mendelssohn's oratorio
M52eYe "Elijah".
783.5 Gevaert, F.A. Leo origines du chant liturgique de
G33 l'eglise latine.
783 Humphreys, Evolution of church music.
HS8
783 Jacobsthal, Gustav, Die chromatische alteration im
J15 liturgischen gesang der abendlandischen kirche.
783 Pratt, W.S. Musical ministries in the church; studies





782.2 Aldrich Guide to Parsifal.
WISpa
782 Apthorp Opera past and present.
Ap8
782 Baronvelli, J. G de Le theatre - francais a la Ulle,
E26t Orleans, Essoi historique*
782.2 Benoit Typical motives of the Master-singers of
Wl2my Nur ember g •
782.2 Chamberlain Richard 7</agner.
qC35
782 Chouquet, Gustave Histoire de la musique drarnatique
C45h en France depuis ses origines
jusqu' a nos jours.
782 Cucuel, Georges Les createurs de 1' opera comique
C89c francais.
782.2 Dannreuther, Edward Wagner and the reform of the opera-
D23w
782 Davidson Stories from the operas.
D28
782 El son Critical history of opera.
&7
782 Fehr, Max Apostolo Zeno und seine reform des operntexte*
Z45Yf
780. S42 Forsyth, Cecil Music and nationalism; a study of
F77m English opera •
782 Goddard, Joseph Rise and development of opera*
G54
782.3 Gounod, C. F. Mozart's Don Giovanni; a commentary*
G74dEc
782.2 Graf Richard Wagner im "Fliegenden Hollander".
W12fYg
782.2 Haweis, H. R. Parsifal: story and analysis of Wagner's
WlwpYh great opera-
782.5 Henderson, W. J. Some forerunners of Italian opera
«
H38s
016.782 Irwin, J. Q. A guide to the operas; symphonic poems;
Ir9q overtures, incidental music and songs








Istel, Edgar Die moderne oper vom tode Wagners bis zum
welt skrieg*
Kelley Richard Wagner: hie works and theories.
782.2
W12YKO
Kobbe Wagner's music drama.
782.1
K87b
Krehbiel, H. E. Book of operas.
782
K872c
Krehbiel, H. E. Chapters of opera.
782.1
K87s
Krehbiel, H. E. Second book of operas; their histories,
their plots and their music.
782.2
W12YK
Krehbiel, H. E. Studies in the Wagnerian drama.
782.2
K95






Mendelsohn, Felix Story of a hundred operas,
782.3
N46
Newman Gluck and the opera.
782.2
W12Yn
Newman Study of Wagner*
782.1
N46r
Newmarch, Rosa Russian opera.
784.2
0p2e
Opel Die erst en jahrzehnte der oper zu Leipzig.
782.2
P27S
Patterson Leit-mot ives of Der rung des Nibelungen.
782
P77s
Pontmartin, Armond Souvenirs d'un vieux metomane .
782,5
P95o
Prunieres, Henry L 1 opera italien en France avant Lullir
782
R64o
Rolland, Roma in Les origines der theatre lyrique moderne
Singleton Guide to the opera.

782 Soleri, Angelo Cornp. & ed. Le origini del melodrarnma .
So4o
782 Sonneck, 0. G. Early opera in America*
So5e
782 6 Strang, L. C. Famous stars of light opera.
St8f
782. L Surette, T. W. Warner, the music drama.
W12Ys
016.782 U.S. Library of Congress Division of Music Catalogue
Un3c opera librettos printed before 1900. 2v.
016.782 U.S. Library congress, Dramatic music.
Un3
782 Upton, G. P. Standard operas.
Up8
782.1 Victor book of the opera.
V66
Ed. 3












Cincinnati, Symphony orchestra. Yearbook. vl9.
V85
fC81o














Goepp, Symphonies and their meaning.
785,1
G556
Goepp, Symphonies and their meanings.
765.1
B39syg
Grove, Beethoven and his nine symphonies.
785
H38
Henderson, The orcnes^a and orchestral music.
785.7
K55
Kilburii, ST;ory of chamber music.
785.1
MS6e




Patterson, A. W. How to listen to an orchestra.
785
Sch7k




Teetgen, Beethoven's symphonies critically discussed
785
T34
Theodore, Thomas. Orchestra program notes. v5,10,ll,
24.









785.1 Upton, G.P. Standard symphonies.
Up8
785 Vincent, C.J. Scoring for an orchestra.
V74s
785 Wagner, Richard. On conducting.
W12
785.1 Weingarten, Symphony since Beethoven.
W43
785 Wider, CM, The modern orchestra.
qW63tEs

Band and band instruments.
41.
788.3 Caussinus, V. Progressive method for the concert in B
fC31p flat, trumpet in E flat, saxhorn B flat, baritone and
other instruments played in the treble clef.
788.3 Dieppo, Complete method for the slide and valve
fD56 trombone
.
788.6 Lazarus, A new and modern method for clarinet,
fL4 5
789.5 Rice, W.G. Carillons of Be lguim and Holland; tower
R36c music in the low lands.
788.3 Saint Jacome New and modern jrand method for the cornet
f Sa2
788 Schubert, Franz Die blechinstrumente der musik.
Sch?b





730 Ambros, A.W. Boundaries of music and poetry.
AMI
780.1 Bartholomew, Relation of psychology to music.
B38
780.1 Britan, Philosophy of music.
B77p
780.1 Fisher, Psychology for music teachers.
F52
780.1 Gardiner, Music of nature.
G16
780.1 Hand, Aesthetics of musical art.
H19




Mathews, How to understand music. 2v.
780.1 Nin,J. In the service of art; a plea for simplicity in
N62iSl music
.
780.1 Pauer, Beautiful in music.
P28
780 Parry, C.H.H. S;fcyle in musical art.
P245
780.1 Riemann, Hugo. Die elements der musikalischen aesthetik
R44e
780.1 Stainer, John. Music in its relation to the intellect
Stlm and the emotions.
780.1 Surette, T.W. Appreciation of music. 2v.
Su7a
780 Surette, T.W. Music and life; a study of the relations
Su7m between ourselves and music.
780.1 Wallace, The musical faculty, its origins and process-
W15m es .





780.4 Apthorp, W.F. Musicians and music lovers.
Ap8
780.4 Apthorp, W.F. By the way. 2v.
Ap8b
780.4 Banister, H.C. Interludes.
B22i
780.4 Banister, H.C. Musical art and study: papers for mus-
B22m icians ,
780.4 Blackburn, Vernon. Fringe of an art.
B5S
780.4 Clarke, H.A. Highways and byways of music.
C55h
780.4 Eastman, Edith. Ethics of music.
Ea7
780,4 Ehlert, Louis. Letters on music.
Eh5
780.4 Ehlert, Loui3. From the tone world.
Eh5aEt
780.4 El son, L.C. Realm of music.A
a?
780.4 Finck, H.T. Chopin and other muaioal essays.
F49
780.4 Gilman, Lawrence, Llusic of to-morrow.
G42m
7S0.4 Gilman, Lawrence. Phases of modern music.
042
780. Hadow, W.H. Studies in modern music. 2v.
Hll
780.4 Hanchett, H.G. The art of the musician.
H19
780.4 Haweis, H.R. Music and morals.
H31
780 Huneker, J.G. Mezzotints in modern music.
H89


































Henderson, W.J. Preludes and studies.




E.A. Critical and historical essays.
Mathews, W.S.B. ed. Music, its ideals and methods. 2v.
Merz, Karl. Music and culture.
Nottebohm, M.G. Beethoveniana.
Nottebohm, M.G. Zweite Beethoveniana.
Runciman, J.F. Old scores and new readings.
Schumann, R.A. Music and musicians. 2v.
Southgate, T.L. ed. English music 1604-1904.
Str eat field, R.A. Modern music and musicians.
Van Vechten, Carl,
studies.
Music after the great war and other
Van Vechten, Carl. LIusic and bad manners.







The Choir V18 - 1917-
730.5
DI
The Diapason v5- 1913 -
760.5
Et
Etude v22, 24- 1904,1906 -
780.5
IN
Internationale muaik-gesellschaft Ze itschrift v 1- 1899-
780.5
Mc
Music v 9 - 20, 1895 - 1901.
780.5
MS
Musical Courier v35-42, 44-45, 48-57, 59-69, 74. 1897-
780
MUH
Musical Herald 1881-83, 1914 -
780.5
MU
Musical Times v39-42, 47-54, 56 - 1899 -
780.5
MUA
Musical America v22 - 1910 -
780.5
MUI
Musical Messenger v 12
780.5
MUM
Musical Monitor v6 -, 1916 -
780.5
MUL
Music lover's Calendar v 1-2
780.5
KOI
Music News vG - , 1914 -
780.5
MUP
Musical Pioneer vl2-13, 1867-68
780.5
MUQ
Musical Quarterly, New York. v2 -, 1916 -
780.5
MUR
Musical record and review v 1903
780.5
MUS
Musician v 10-, 1905 -
780.5
MUSL
Musical Leader v 31 - 1916 -

46,
780.5 Musical blue book of America v 1915-16 & Prospectus
MUY 1916-17, 1917-18.
780.5 New Musical review v6 - 10, 12 - 15 - 1906 —
NE
780.5 Rassegna Gregoriana per gli studi liturgie e pel canto
RA sairo. vl, 3-10
780.5 Revue societe internat ionale de musique v7 - 1911 -
RE
780.5 School Music v 10-12
SC








Albmi of songs, by composers of the Neo-French
School. For medium voice and piano accompaniment.
Album of ten songs by Russian Composers. Low voice.
a784.81
Alrla
Album of twelve songs by American composers.
q780M98 Bantock Granville ed. One hundred songs of
B22ol England. High voice.
q780M98 Bantock, Granville ed. One hundred songs of Eng-
B22o2 land. Low voice.






Beethoven, Ludwig van. Songs
Brahms, Johnannes
.





Brahms, Johnannes Forty songs. 2 v.
Brahms, Johannes Forty Songs. High voice
q780M98
B73h2
Brahms, Johannes Forty songs. Low voice.
q783
B81e







Burns, Robert Songs of Burns with symphonies and
accompaniments by John Kenycn Lees.
Chopin, F.F. Songs




Ferrari, Gustave Collection Yvette C-uilbert,
chansons anciennes arran gees et harmonisees par
Gustave Ferrari. 4 v.
q780M98
F49fl
Finck, H. T. Fifty mastersongs. High voice.
q780M98
F49f2






ed. Sixty Irish songs. High voice.
q780M98
F53a2
Fisher, 7/.A. Sixty Irish songs, Lot; voice.
764.81
qF85
Franz, Robert. Aloum. 4 v.
784.81
q?852
Franz, Robert. Album mittlere stimme.
784.81
qF853
Franz, Robert. Album Tiefe stimme. 2 v.
q780M98
F85al
Franz, Robert Fifty songs. High voice-
q780M98
P85a2
Pranz, Robert. Fifty songs. Low voice-
0784.3
G74b
Gounod, C.F. Beondina; a Collection of songs with
English, French, and Italian words.
Q780M98
A87tl
Grieg, E. H. Fifty songs. Hign voice.
q^30M98
u87t2
Grieg, E. H. Fifty songs. Low voice.
784.81
qG87
Grieg, E. E. Vocal Aioum
q780M98
H13ml
Hale, Philip. Modern Frencn songs. High voice.
q780M98
E13m2
Hale, Philip. Modern Frencn songs. Low voice.
q780M96
H19q
Hanael, G.F. Songs and airs.
q784.81
H221
Harling, '.'/. F. Five old Italian airs with sacred
words adapted for use in church.
q780M98
H77sl
Hopekirk, Helen. Seventy Scottish songs. Hign voice.
q780M98
a i f Be

























Song Aloum; mezzo-soprano or baritone.
784.81
qJ45s
Jensen, Adolf Song A-ioum; soprano or tenor. 7 v.
q784.3
X24e
Keel, Frederick ed. Elizabethan love-songs.
q 7 80:498
K87a












ed. Songs from the operas for ^ezzo-
q780M98
K87s













Lehmann, In a Persian garden, a song







Lieurance, Tnurlow At the foot of the mound;
cnaract eristic from the American Indian for





Liszt, Franz Tnirty songs. High voice.
q780M98
L69a2





Loewe-aloums of 20 ballads with
German words. 2 v.
q784.3
M14so






784.81 Mendelssohn- Btrtnoldy, J. L. B*. Vocal album.
qM52
784.81 Mendelssohn- Bartholdy, J.L. F . Vooao, album.
q:.I522
784.3 Mestdagh, An die lerche.
If56ft
784.3 Mestdagii, ^ioemenkrans (fur mezzo-sopran Oder
lC56b tenor)
784.3 Mestdagii, Daar staat in guidsen wonde (fur
M56d mezzo-sopran ocler tenor).
784.3 Mestdagii, Slise
M56e
784.3 Me s t dagn, Es war 'ne maid
Mb6es
784.3 Mestdagii, Fantasia fur alt oder bariton.
:.l56f
784.3 Me st dagh, Ha.T Ha.' die lieoe.
M56h
784.3 Mestdagii, Bioht ist's dein liiibsciies sugeschiont
.
M56n
784.3 Mestdagh, lass dich ziehn an meine orust-
M660
784.3 Mestdagii, schb'n war jener rosenstrauch.
1.156 os
784.3 Me s t dagh, Tibbie mein Kind.
M56ot
784.3 Mestdagii w&r das siisse Liebcnen mein.
M56on
784.3 Mestdagii, Roosken mit der heide.
M56r
784.3 Mestdagii, Zo ic ware een vogel clein.
M56s
784.3 Mestdagii, 't is mit om aat gij' een roosken,
M56t zigt















Schubert, F. P. Fifty song;-. High voice.
q780l38
Scn7f2
Schubert, F. ?. Fifty songs. Low voice*
76^.81
q£ch7
Schubert, Franz, First vocal album.
764.81
qSch72
Schubert, Franz ^irst vocal album.
784.81
Soh7s






/ifty-five songs with pianoforte acc-
|780M98
SchSnl




Schumann, R, A. -ifty songs. Low voice.
784.81
Sch8





Tnirty songs with pianoforte
q784.3
Si6
The singing teachers' repertoire; a selection of





Anthology of sacred song. 4 v.
764.2
qS^4o
.picker, Operft-Lic anthology. 5 v.
q780M98
St8hl
Strauss, xdchard E orty songs. Hign voice.
q780M98
Sth2








, P. I. Forty songs. Low voice.
q780M98
V74tl



















Vincent, C. J. i^ifty Shakspere songs. Low voice.
52
Vagner, Hiohard Wagner Lyrics for baritone and bass.
7agner, Richard, Wagner lyrics for soprano.
'.Vagner, Riehard. fagner lyrics for tenor.
"eber, Karl Lieder,
'.'/eber, Karl Lieder; mezzo-soprano oder baritone.
7olf, Hugo Fifty songs Hign voice
'
; olf, Hugo tfifty songs Low voice*

















Lieurance, Thurlow At the sundown.
Lieurance, Thurlow By the weeping waters.
Lieurance,Thurlow Rainbow land 2v. v.l Voice
&. piano v.2 Violin & cello.
Lieurance, Thurlow Rue. 2v. v.lVoice & piano
v.2 Violin or flute.
Lieurance, Thurlow The sacrifice janlndi an mourning
song.
Lieurance , Thurlow A Sioux serenade.


















Bach, J.S. Come, Jesu, come.
733.4
B12f

















Bach, J.S. Je3u, priceless treasure.
733.4
B12k





Der 117te psalm: "Lobe<: den Herrnj Alle
; motette no. 6.
q783.4
B13se





Bach , J.S. Sing ye to the Lord.
733.4
B43
Bennett, W.S. The woman of Samaria.
q783.4
B73d
Brahms, Johannes. Drei motetten ftir vier-und achtstim-
mi^en.- Cher (a cajjella) Of;. 110
q733.4
B73z
Brahms, Johannes. 2 motetten fur funf st immigen gemi9Ch-
ten chor a capella. Op. 29.
q783.4
B73zw























































Mi sere rnei Deus.
Dvorak, Anton. The 149th psalm
Farwell, Arthur. Book of music of the evergreen tree.
Gabriel! Beata es virgo Maria.
Handel, G.F. Jubilate.
Lasso, Timor & tremor venerunt super me.
Leisring A filu & filiae for double chorus
Lotti
Lott i
Crucifixus for double chorus.
Crucifixus for ten voices.
Mendel ssohn-Bartholdy, J.L.F. Hymn of praise Op. 52
15v.
Mendel ssohn-Eartholdy, J.L.F. Drei motetten fur chor
3v
.
und solost immen Op. 69 no. 1-3
Mozart, G.C.M.A. Tenebrae factae sunt.
Palestrina, G. P. Adoramus te; motet for four voices
Palestrina, G.P. Gloria Patria for double chorus.
Palestrina, G.P. Hodie christus natus est.
Palestrina, G.P. Like as the hart.























Palestrina, G.P. Popule meus for double chorus, anti-
phonal .
Palestrin?., G.P. St abat mater; motet for double chorua
Rheinber.^er , J.G. Funf motetten mit lateinischen und
deut3Chen texte fur ffcnfstimmigeii chor . 5v.
Rheinberger, J. G. Vier ' aechstiramige motetten (text
deutsch und lateiniscn) fur kirche und concert. 4v.
Scarlatti Tu es Petrus.
Sweelinck Seipcneuer lone sera.
Sweelinck Or sus, serviteurs du Seigneur
Vittoria Ave rnaria for chorus of men's voices.







Adairi ds la Halle "Robin loves me" song for mixed voices-
784.1
qAr2




Berlioz, L. H. Lello; lyrisches monodrama.
784.3
qB72a
Brahma, Johannes Abendstandschen von Cleraes Brsntano,




Brahms, Johannes Darthula'3 grabeagesang nach Ossian
von Herder. Op. 42 No. 3.
784.88
B73




Brahms, Johannes Neue liebeslieder fur vier singstimmen
und pianoforte zu vier handen. Op. 65.
784.3
B728









Browne, J. L. S°nSs and ballads*
784.3
B96f
Busch, Carl (The) Four winds from the Song of Hiawatha,
set to music for soprano and tenor
soli, chorus and orchestra.
784.8
C27
Caswell & Ryan The Barcarolle.
784.1
qC42
Cherubini Twelve canons; two, three and four voiced.
784.4
C45c
A'Choiair - Chinil The St.Columba oollection of Gaelic
songs arranged for part singing*
784.8
D18f
Dararosch, Frank Folk-songs and part-songs; with pre-
paratory exercises for choral classes.
784.
F21
Faning Song of the Vikings.
784.1
F33e






Ferrari, Gustave Twelve popular old rounds of France^
734.
8
m Fr iedlaender , Max Dae deutsche lied im 18. jahrhundert*3v,
784.4
qGll
Gade, N. W. Erl King 1 3 daughter.
7-4.3
fH32c
Haydn, F. J. Six canons.
784.3
H88o
Humphreys, F. L. Comp. Christmas Carols.
784.6
K85f
Hoyte The first song book of Delta Tau Delta.
784.8
X52?
The khaki song book, for our soldier and sailor beys and
the folks they leave behind them.
784.1
qL33m




Lassus, Orland de Villanella: echo song for double
chorus of men's voices, op. 28,
q784.3
Lolp
Lefevre, Jacques Pain of Love.
784.3
M14b
MacDov/ell, E. A. Barcarole fur genii schten chor und
clavier zu 4 handen op44.
784.3
Ml4




Mac Dowell, E. A. Slumber Song*
784.8
U28
Mainzer, Joseph Bibliotheque elementaire de chant*
q784.3
M38c
Masson, P. M. Chant6 de oaiffft-val 1' epoque de Laurent
le Magnif ique .
q784,6
M46e
Mecartney, H. S. L 1 ensemble. A march.
q782.8
H52m
Mendel ssohn-Barthcldy The music composed for Shakes-
peare's Mid-summer night's dream op. 61*
784.6
M62o
Mills, C. B. Ode to St. Cecilia ( a song for St. Cecilia










National anthems of the allies.
784.8
H21f
National Conference of music supervisor s. 55 songs and
choruses for community singing.
784.6
1.31 e

















Parker, A. W. Leap of Roushan Beg: ballad for chorus of





Parker, K. W. Seven Greek pastoral scenes for four-part
chorus of women's voices, soprano and alto solos,
oboe, harp, and strings or piano accompaniment'
784.6
P75a
Pocci Alte und neue student en - lieder.
784
fP97
Puschman, A. Z. Singebuch des Adam Puschman.
784.6
qR25b
Reed, C. H. The birth of the opal*
q784.88
K27t
Reinecke, Carl Ten trios in canon form (3 voices).
754.3
R34h
Rheinberger, J. G. Harold*
784.8
fR44
Riemann Hausmusik aus alter zeit*
734.82
qR82
Rubenstein, Anton Eighteen vocal duets.
784.8
Sa7
Sargent, N. B. Hour of song.
784.8
Si4
Sime, D. ed. The Edinburgh musical i:.iscellany ; a collec-





734.4 Sonneck, 0. G . T. "The star spangled banner'"
Sc5s
784.87 VolkBlieder buoh fur mannerchor . 2v*
V88
784.84 Wassal, Grace Shake Bp ear e scng cycle for soprano,
W28 contralto, tenor and baritcne«
q784.4 Whiting, Arthur, ed. A cycle of old Scottish melodies
W58c for four solo voices (soprano, contralto, tenor,







Allen, Slave songs of the United States.
q780M9£
B22m




















Folk songs of many nations.
784.4
F23t





Gassmann, Volkslied im luzerner wiggerthal.
784.4
G*7s











Gunalacn, Liederbuch fur schul- & volksgesang in
wort en & weisen.
7S4.8
qH12s
Ea'gg, Gustaf. ed. Songs of Sweden.
q784.4
K12f











Heart songs dear to the American people and by them con-
tributed in the search for treasure songs initiated
by the national magazine.
Kyland, J.S, pub. Hyland's mammoth* Hiberman songster
a collection of over 500 songs that are dear to the
Irish heart
.
Johnson, Herbert. New music for America.

61.











Marzo, Edwardo . ed. Neapolitan songs.
Marzo, Edwardo. ed. Songs of Italy.









Ratan Devi j, "Mr e Ananda K. Coomaraswamy " . ed. Thirty
songs from Panjab and Kashmir.
Scherer, Peter and Dirks, L.H. comp. Deutsche lieder
784.4 Schmidhofer, Martin. Deutshe lieder, reprinted from






q780M98 Sharp, C.J. ed. One hundred English folksongs.
Sh20 medium voice.







Scottish students song book committee. The Scottish
students song book.
Spicker, Max. Songs of Germany.




Tier so u, jean. Forty-four French folk-songs.
q780M98
T44s3








Bj^rn3on,Bj cfcnat j erne Lyaetjen universiteta-kantate.
q782.8
B64o










Bruch,Max Daa lied von der Glocke.
782.8
B83lEm
Bruch, Max The lay or tne bell.
782.8
B85s






Cadman,C.W. Birda of Flame.
782.8
CS7s




Coleridge-Taylor, Samuel A tale of old Japan.
782.8
C676b
Cole,R.G. The broken troth; a legend of old Fort Union.
q782.8
C76p









Elgar,E.W. Scenea from the Saga of King Olaf.
q782.8
G41c
Gilletts, J.R. A legend of Nacoochee.
782.8
Hllf





Op. 75 An ode for mixed cho-
2*119 SOli ^nrl rtTphan+na
i-
782.8 Handel, G.F. Aci3 and Galatea, 63.
qH19
q782.8 Lester, William The tale of the bell.
L56t
q784.3 Parker ,H.W. Alice Brand; cantata for three-part chorus
P22a of women's voices with solos and piano accompaniment.
782.8 Mendel s sohn-Bartholdy, J.L.F. Die erste Walpurgisnacht
.
M52e
q782.8 Pergolesi,G.B. Livietta e Tracollo.
P411
782.8 Pi erne, Gabriel The Children's Crusades.
P61c
q782.8 Pomrner,W. Cupid in Arcady.
P77c
782.8 Reinecke,K.H.C. The enchanted swans.
R27e
782.8 Schumann, R . A. Scenes from Goethe's Faust,
Sch8s
782.8 Sullivan, Golden legend.
qSu5
782.8 Wolf-Ferrari, Ermanno The new life.
qW83n










































Bach, J. S. Christmas oratorio.
Bach, J. S. Grosse passionsmusik nach dera evangelium
Johannis.
Bach, J. S. Matth'aus-passion klavier- auszug mit text.
Bach, J. S. Passion.
Beethoven, Ludwig van The Mount of Olives.
Brahms, Johannes Ein deutsches Requiem. Op, 45.
Costa, Michael Eli.
Dvorak, Ant onin Saint Ludmila.
Elgar,E.W. The Apostles.
Elgar,E.W. The dream of Gerontius. Op. 38.
Elgar,E.W. The Kingdom.
Gounod, C.F. Mors et vita.
Gounod, C.F. Redemption.
Handel, G.F. Messiah.
Handel, G.F. Hs.ndel's sacred oratorio, The Messiah
Handel, G.F. Me s si as.








65 iHaydn, F.J. Die Schopfung. b0 «
782.8
H32s
Haydn, F.J. The Seasons.
q783.3
H32cl




Mendel 3sohn-Bartholdy, J ,L ,F. The vocal and orchestral
parts of Elijah. 17v.
783.3
qM52el
Mendelssohn-Bartholay, J.L.F. Elij ah.
783.3
qM52a
Mendel ssohn-Bartholdy, J. L.F. St .Paul.
q783.3
M52sa
Mendel ssohn-Bartholdy, J.L..f . The vocal and orchestral
parts of St .Paul. 18v.
783.3
q?22
Parker, H.W. Hora noviasima.
783.3
fP22f
Parker, H.W. Hora novissima; full score. Op. 30.
784.2
P22m
Parker, H.W, Morven and the Grail ; oratorio for mixed
chorua,solo voices and orchestra.
783.3
P24b
Parry, C.H. Blest pair of sirens.
783.3
P24d
Parry, C.H. De profundis,Psalin CXXX.
78 j. 3
P27





Rossini, G. Stabat mater. Partitur.
783.3
fR82t









Beethoven, Ludwig van Fidelio.
782.5
B41p
Bellini, Vincenzo I Puritaini; an opera in 3 acts.
782.5
B41n
Bellini, Vincenzo Norma; an opera in 2 acts.
782.5
qB41
Bellini, Vincenzo (La) sonnambula.
782.4
B45






Bizet, Georges Carmen; oper in 4 akten.
782.2
B65p
Bossie,M # E. Paradise lost; symphonic poem in a pro-




Browne, J.L. La Corsicana; opera in one act.
q782.4
C37;)
Charpentier, Gustave Julien; ou La vie du poete; poeme









Delibps C.P. Lakme : cn^ra in threp acta.
q782.1
D36c




DeKoven, H.L.R. Robin Hood; a comic opera in 3 acts.
78S .5
qD7l







Geisler, Paul Die ritter von Marienburg.

67.
782 Gluck, C.W. von Alceste
G52a
782 Gluck, C.W. von Orpheus.
qG52
782 Goldmark, Karl Die konigin von Saba.
A56K
782.4 Gounod, C.F. Faust.
qG74
782.4 Gounod, C.F. Faust.
qG74c
782.4 Gounod, C.F. Mirella.
G74m
782.4 Gounod, C.F. Romeo and Juliet.
qG74r
782.3 Humperdinck, Engelbert Hansel und Greter.
H88h
782 Kretschner, Edmund Heinrich der Lowe.
E88h
782 Lachner, Franz Katharine Cornaro.
L11K
782.5 Leoncavallo, Ruggiero Pagliacci; drama in 2 acts.
L55p
782 Lortzing, G.A Der waffenschmied.
£89w
782 Lortzing, G.A. Der wildschutz.
L89wi
782.5 Mascagui, Pietro Cavalleria rusticana.
qM37
782.4 Massenet, J.E.F. (Le) Cid.
qM38
782.3 Mendel s sohn-Bartholdy, J.L.F. Lorely.
qM52
782.3 Mendel ssohn-Bartholdy, J.L.F. Lorely.
q!15 2b













Mozart, J.C.W.A. Don Giovanni.
782
M87h
Mozart, J.C.W.A. Die hochzeit des Figaro.
782
M87n










Arien and gesange; die lustigen w eiber
oper in drei akten.
782
tP93
Prime fioriture del melo drainma italiano, V. 1 cavalieri,
Eimilio de 1 Rappresentatione di anima, et di corpo.
782.5
qP96bo




Puccini, Giacomo The girl of the golden West.
782.5
qP96m






Schumann, R.A. Manfred op. 115
782.3
Sch8
Schumann, R.A. Manfred; a dramatic poem by Lord Byron.
782.3
f St8sa
Strauss, Richard Salome op 54.
782.6
qSu5




















Tschaikowsky, P. I. Eugen Onegrin.
q782.5
V58aE
Verdi, F.G.F. Aida; opera in four acts.
782.5
qV58tr
Verdi, F.G.F. 11* trovatore.
782.5
qV58r
Verdi, F.G.F. Pi goletto.
782.5
qV58t
Verdi, F.G.F. (La) traviata.
782
W12f
Wagner, Richard Der flie gende Hollander.
782.2
qW12
Wagner, Richard (The) flying Dutchman.
782.2
qW12g































Wagner, Richard Parsipal Klavierauezug rait text.
782.2
W12r j
Wagner, Richard Rheingold. 2V.
782.2
qW12r




















Tannhauser und der sangerkrieg auf
782.2
qW12tr
Wagner, Richard Tristan and Isblda.
782.2
W12trp
Wagner, Richard Tristan und Isolde.
782.2
qW12w
Wagner, Richard (Die) Walktire.
782.2
W12W;)
Wagner, Richard Die Walkure. 3V.
782,3
qW38
Weber, K.F.E.M. Der freiechutz.
782
WTO J-
Weber, K.F.E.M. Der freischutz.
q782.5
noo J




Weber , K.F.E.M. Oberon;romantische oper in three akten
782.5
qD711










Armitage, M. T. ed. Laurel songs, unchanged voices.
784.9
biyp
Baldwin, R. L. Progressive melodies for sight singing*
V84.9
£58g















Loomis, G. a. Progressive music lessons. A course of
instruction prepared for the use of public
schools
.
McLaughlin, J. M. & Gilchrist, W. W. Seng reader;
a graded course in school music in one book




Hason, L. W. Second music reader; a course of exer-








Mueller, C. E. R. & Blackman, 0. ed. School songs*
784.3
W52w
West Virginia - Superintendent of Schools West








Meyer, Ferdinand In rank and file; a collection of
marches for schools and calisthenics.
784.33
St7h











Bach, J. S. Magnificat D dur und vier sanctus, C dur,
D dur, D moll, G dur, anhang.
q783.1
B12m
Bach, J. S. Matthaus x>assion.
q783.1
B 12me
Bach, J. S. Messe, A dur.
q783.1
B12o
Bach, J. B. Ost er-cratorium, "Kcmmt, eilet und laufet."
783.9
E17h





Bartsch, K. F. Die lateinischen sequenzen dee millel-
altere in musikalischer und rhythmischer
beziehung dargeetellt von dr Karl Bartsch
783.8
B45r
Berlioz, H. L. Requiem for chorus and orchestra,
783.6
B45c
Bernoulli, Eduard Die choralnctenschrift bei hymen
und sequenzen im spateren mittelalter.
783.1
fB73t






Brambach, Wilhelm Die verloren geglaubte historia de




Browne, J. L. Eoe sacerdcs magnus-
783.2
BSlm




Buck, Dudley Choir accompaniment.
783.8
C42c








Christian science pub. co. Christian science hymnaly
• q783.8
C62c
Clough-Le ighter Henry The Christ of the Andes; symphonic
ode for chorus of mixed voices with orchestra or
accompaniment of two pianos.
783.9
D48e






Clarence oomp. Eighty aniens for mixed, male,
and female voices by various composers
783.6
D73c




Draeseke, F. A. B. Salvurn fac regem op. 55*
783.8
D95s




Evangel isch-luther isches landeskcnsistor ium Kleine
auagabe de vierstimniigsn choralbuches.
783.6
Ec 3





Evangelische missions gesellschaft , Basel Sin fui khyon,
thyaci, melodienbuoh zum gesang buch der
Chinesischen Christ-engemeinden
.
Franck, Melchoir In thy loving arms for five-part chorus
of mixed voices a capella.
7S:7 .2
fF6 9
Frere , W. H. The Sarum Gradual and The Gregorian
Ant -.phonal e mis sarum.
783.6
fF95e





















































Lasso Sept em pealmi poenct ent i?vles
Levermore, C. H. Students' hymnal
Mendelssohn- Barthcdy, J. L. F. A3 the hart pants.
Mendel ssohn-Bartholdy, J. L. F. Hear my prayer hymn
for soprano solo and chorus.
Mendel ssohn-Bartholdy , J. L. F. Not unto us, Lord*
Mendelsschn-Bartholdy, J.L. F. Sing to the Lord.
Mendelsschn-Bartholdy, J. L. F. Te deurn laudamus.
Mendel ssohn-Bartholdy , J. L. F. IShen Israel out of
Egypt came.
Mozart, J. C. W. Twelfth mass.
Palestrina, G. ?. da Funfst irnmige me s sen in moderner
not at ion ,
Pitra, J. B. Hymnographie de l*egli3e gr ecquet
Pra'torius Lo, how a rose e'er blooming.
Pra'torius (The) Morning star on high is glowing.
Pratorius Rejoice ye Christian brethren*
Pra'torius To us is born Immanuel«
Prout Happy is the man, anthem.
Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States Church
hymnal
•





































Riedel Three eld Bohemian Christmas carols.
Robinson, Comp. Songs for the sanctuary.
Rogers, J. H. Service for Sabbath evening.
Rossini Stabat mater.
Russian Church music, with English texts. 37v
Salve mater (Sol ernes version)
Schmitt, Elorent Psalm XLVII (in the vulgate XLVI)
for orchestra, organ, chorus & solo, op. 38.
Schut z Seven words of our Lord Jesus uhrist
Smith, Edward J. ed. Church and university hymns for
mixed voices with additional harmonization
throughout ior men's voices or women's voices
So'derraan, A. J. Andliga Sanger komponerade for blandad
kb'r och orgel
.
Solesmes, France (Benedictine Monastery)
Poleographie musicale; le3 principaux
manuscripts de chant Gregorian ambrosien
Mozarabe, Gallican. 8v.
Stackpole, Markham W. and Ashton, J. N. Hymns for
schools and colleges.
Strouse, C. B. and others ed. Gospel hosannas for
church and Sabbath school
.
Strube, Gustav Gethsemane, symbolic rhapsody for
chorus of mixed voices and orchestra.
Verdi, F. G. F. Requiem.
Wagner, P. J. Einfuhrung in die gregorianischen









































Alchin,C.A. Song stories for the piano.
Bach, J. S. English suite for the pianoforte. 2v.
Bach, J. S. French suites for the pianoforte.
Bach, J. S. Forty eight fugues for Wohltemperirte Klavier
in score with proper clefs, 2pts.
Bach, J. S. Musikalisches opfer.
Bach, J. S. Piano compositions.
Bach, J. S. Two and three part indentions for the piano-
forte. 1
Bach, J. S. Well-tempered clavichord; forty eight preludes
and fugues in two volumes. 2v.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Piano compositions.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Sonatas 2v.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no.l. Op. 21.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 2. Op. 36.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 3. Op. 55.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 4. Op. 60.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 5. Op. 67.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 6. Op. 68.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 7. Op. 92.
Beethoven, Ludv/ig van Symphonie no. 8. Op. 93.








Bird, Arthur Valse nobis. Op. 20, no. 1.
785.43
B62
Blumenschein,W.L. Picking daisies. Op. 113, no. 1.
786.45
B64d







Brahms, Johannes Selected piano compositions.
Brahms, Johannes Sonate (C dur) fur das pianoforte
componirt. Op.l.




Brower, Josephine Morris dance tunes.
q786.41
Clls
Cadman,C.W. Sonata in A major for piano. Op. 58.
q780M97
C45fh





Chopin, F.F. The greater Chopin.
Chopin, F.F. Rondos for the pianoforte.




Chopin, F.F, Works. 12v.
q780M97
C87t
Coleridge-Taylor, Samuel Twenty four negro melodies.
783.45
C85r





Dana, Arthur The seasons; twelve children's pieces for
the pianoforte.
Daymond,E.R. Score-reading exercises. 2v. in 1.
q78S.3 Dennee,C.F. Progressive studies in octave playing






Dennee,C.F. Seventy five eight-bar studies in piano-
forte technique for the intermediate grades.






Dunham, H.M. Leggato fingering and phrasing.
q780M97
Es6e








Foote,A.W. Nine etudes for musical and technical
development
.







Foote,A.W. Twenty preludes for the pianoforte in the
form of short technical studies.
Friml , Rudolf Etudes pbetiques for the pianoforte.
Op, 75. 2v.









Grieg, E.H. Piano lyrics and shotter compositions.
Grimm, C.W. Book of scales for the piano pupils of
all grades. 2v.
Grimm, C.W. Practical instruction book for beginners
on the piano.
Haydn, F.J. Sonaten. v2-4.
q780M97
H32s









Heine, Carl Six fancies for the pianoforte.
Hunten, Franz Le petite soiree trois quadrilles de con-
tre danse pour le pianoforte. Op .73, no. 1-3 . 3v.
Hyde,H.E. Rhythms for the kindergarten.








































Klengel,A.A. Kanons and fugues in alien dur and moll-
tonarten. 2v.
Leraont ,C .W. Creole sketches for the piano.
Liszt, Franz Ten Hungarian rhapsodies.
Liszt, Franz Twenty original piano compositions.
Lynes, Frank Bagatelles .Ten melodious sketches for the
pianoforte. Op. 14,
Lynes, Frank Eight pianoforte studies for the develop-
ment of the 3rd, 4th. and 5th fingers. Op. 21.
Lynes, Frank Independence; sixteen melodious studies for
the development of finger equality.
Lynes, Frank A pleasant beginning and other tunes in
all the major and minor keys.
MacDowell, E.A. Erste moderne suite E moll. Op. 10.
MacDowell, E.A. Sonata eroica no. 2 G moll fur piano-
forte zu zwei handen.
Mac Dowel 1, E.A. Sonata tragica no.l.G moll fur piano-
forte zu zwei handen.
MacDowell, E.A. Zweite moderne suite fur piano-
forte zu zwei handen.
Maxim, Florence Boy Roy and his friends. Six pianoforte
compositions.
Mendel ssohn-Bartholdy , J.L.F. Thirty piano compositions
Moszkowski,Morit z ed. Anthology of German piano
music. 2v.
Mozart , J.C .W.A. Twenty piano compositions.
Otero, y Sopena Coleccion de bailee andaluces
q780M97
P53a
Phil ipp, I.E. Anthology of French piano music

80.
q786.3 The piano teacher's repertoire. 6v.
P57
786.47 Rakhmaninov, S.V. Ten preludes pour piano. Op. 23,
Rll
q786.4 Rheinberger, J.G. Six pieces en forme de fugue.
R34s
q783.3 Ritter,G.P. First amusements; twelve easy pianoforte
R51f pieces on five notes.
q783.4 Rontgen , Julius Oud-Nederlandsche dansen voor orkest;
RS6o bewerking voor pianc 2 handig. Op. 46a.
q786.3 Sartorio, Arnold o Fourteen melodious studies (without
Sa7f octaves) for the pianoforte. Op. 214.
q78S.49 Sartorio , Arnoldo Twelve very ea3y lessons for the piano-
Sa7t forte. Op. 394.
780M97 Schubert, Franz Selected piano compositions.
Sch7s
q786.41 Schubert , Franz Ten sonatas for pianoforte.
Sch7t
q780M97 Schumann, R. A . Fifty piano . compositions.
Sch8s
786.46 Schutt ,Eduard Valse lente.
Sch8
786.46 Schutt ,Sduard Val3e mignonne. Op. 16, no. 2.
Sch8v
q788.45 Sharp, C.J. ed. Country dance tunes from the English
Sh2c dancing master. v5-8.
786.43 Sinding, Christian Rustle of spring. Op. 32, no. 3.
Si 6
q785.4 Stanford, C .V. Four Irish dances arranged for piano.
St2f
q780M97 Sternberg, Const 3ntine von ed. Modern Russian piano
St4ra music. 2v,
786.41 Strauss, Richard Sonate in Es dur . Op. 18.
fSt8
786.41 Strauss, Richard Sonate in F dur. Op. 6.
fSt8s









































Tschaikowsky,P.I . Album for the young. 81.
Wagner, Richard Selections from the music dramas of
Richard Wagner.
Each, J.S. Die Kunst der fuge.
Mozart, J.C.W.A. Pianoforte - concerto in D minor;
piano solo.
Each, J.S. Studies for pianoforte. Twenty-five
two part studies. Twenty-five three part studies.
2v.
Dicks, E.A. 3ix special studies for the pianoforte.
Friml, Rudolf California, suite for pianoforte; Op. 57
FriiTil, Rudolf Suite mignonne for pianoforte.
Grant- Schaefer, G.A. Les bijoux, pensees mignonnes
composees pour piano.
Grant- Schaefer, G.A. Poetic fancies.
Hatch, Edith Essentials rudiments, a concise and
melodious introduction to the art of piano-
forte playing. 2v.
Kaiser, Alfred Arlequinade suite for the pianoforte.
Lynes, Prank First lessons, 50 melocious finger
and pedal studies in the keys of C and G for
the pianoforte.
Lynes, Frank Winter pastimes for the pianoforte.
Op. 56.
Lynes, Frank Ten special studies for the pianoforte.
Op. 20.
Manhire, Wilson Musical notebook. Six short
compositions for the pianoforte.
Meyer, Ferdinand Zum weihnachts fest finr pianoforte.
Op. 27.
Smith, W.3. Effort and pastime . .Twenty-four
melodious pieces in all keys for the pianoforte.
Op. 15. 2v.
Tapper, Thomas Sight reading and memory lessons
for the pianoforte.

q786.3 Terhune, Anice Children's musical kaleidoscope.
T27c Sixteen easy, pianoforte pieces.
q786.4 Torjussen, Trygue Norwegian songs and dances for
T63no the pianoforte. Op. 16.
q786.3 Turner, A.D. Fifteen short melodioud pieces for
T85f the pianoforte.
q786.3 Turner, A.D. Twelve special studies for the
T85t pianoforte.
q783.4 Zilcher, Paul Prom everywhere. Nine compositions




Vi ol in ( including violin and piano).
q787.1
A171




Bach, J.S. Sonate in H moll fur klavier und violine.












Bach, J.S. Sonate in F moll fur klavier und violine.
Kammermusik . No. 12,
q787,l
B12sS








Bach, J.S. Violin concert. 3v,
q787
B12v2








Beethoven, Ludwig von. Violin-konzert in D.
787.1
fB63a
Bohm, Karl. Albumblatter J 12 melodisci-e vortragsstucke
begleitung des pianoforte. v3-6
787.1
fBS36
Bohm, Karl. Bagatellen; 12 kleine Stucke fur violine
mit begleitung des pianoforte. v7, 10-11.
787.1
fB63k








Busoni, Concerto. Op. 39. partitura.
787.1
642
Chevillard, Sonate pour piano and violon.
q787.1
C67s
Cole, R.G. Sonata in D major for piano and violin.




787 Corelli, Six sonate da camera Op. 4 with piano-
C81 forte accompaniment. 3v.
787.1 Courvoisier, Karl. Technics of violin playing.
C83
q787.1 Cutter, Benj . First steps in violin playing. 2v.
C98f
787,1 David, Ferdinand, ed. Die hbhe schule dee violinspiels
D28
787.1 David, Ferdinand. Konzert- studies fur violine. 2v.
D28k
787.1 David, Ferdinand. Vorstudien zur hohen schule des vio-
D28v lin spiels. 2v.
787.1 Dont, Jacob. Anhang zu R.Kreut-zer ' s etuden oder cap-
D71 ricen fur violine. Op. 18.
787.1 Dvorak Anton. Sonate F dur fur pianoforte und violin.
D95 Op. 57. 2v.
q7£7.1 Eberhardt, Siegfried. Violin vibratojite mastery and
Eb3v artistic use.
787.1 Elgar, E.W. "Salut d'amour."
787.1 Faure, Sonate A fur violine und pianoforte. 2v.
F27
787.1 Fiorillo, Federigo. Thirty six etuden Oder capricen fur
fF51t violine solo.
q787.1 Foote, A.W, Sonate in G moll fur klavier und violine .
F73s Op, 20. 2v.
787.1 Gade, Niele, Sonate No.l fur pianoforte und violine.
Gil si Op. 6. 2v.
787.1 Gade, Niels. Sonate No. 2 fur pianoforte unc. violine.
Glls2 Op. 21. 2v.
787 .1 Hauptmann, Drei leichte sonatinen fur pianoforte
H2S unci violine. Op. 10. 2v.
787.1 Haydn, Joseph. Sonaten fur pianoforte und violine. 2v.
H32
787.1 Huber, Sonate i?o. 5 E dur fur violir.o und piano-
H86 forte. Op. 112. 2v.
787 .1 Hummel, Sonate No.l A pour le pianoforte rvec




















Joachin, Joseph.. Cadenzen zu L von Beethoven violicre
concert fur die violine allein.
Kreutzer, Rudolf. Quarante etudes ou caprices. 3v.
Kreutzer, Rudolf. Konzert No. 13. violine.
Kross
;
Erail. The study of Paganinis twenty four caprices
Leken, Sonate pour pi?~nc et violin. 2v.
Lieurance, Thurlow. Indian melodies for violin and piano
Massart
,

















Mozart, J.C.W.A. Augew&hlte sonatinen-satze fur piano-
forte und violine. 2v.
Mozart, J.C.W.A, Concerto NQ-.4
Mozart, J.C.W.A. Drittes konzert fur die violine in
G dur. 2v.
Mozart, J.C.W.A. Erstes konzert fur die violine in B dur
2v.
Mozart, J.C.W.A. Funftes konzert fur die violine in A du
2v.




Mozart, J.C.W.A. Sonaten fur piancforteund violine. 2v,
787.1 Mozart, J.C.W.A. Viertes konzert fur die violine in D
fM8 7k4 dur . 2v
.




Nor en, K.G. Sonate A moll violine und klavier. 2v.

86.
787.1 Reger, Max. Erste sonate fur violineund piano in B
R26sl moll. Op.l. 2v.
787.1 Reger, Max. Vier sonaten fur violine allein.
R26
787.1 Rode, J.P.J. Twenty four caprices for the violin in
fR61t 24 major and minor scales.
787.1 Rovelli, Twelve caprices for the violin.
R76
787.1 Saar, Sonate fur violineund klavier. Op. 44. 2v.
Sal
q787.1 Saenger, Gustav. comp. The modern concert ..aster. a corn-
Sal3m plete course of progressive orchestral studies
for advanced violinists. 3 v in 5.
787.1 Saint-Sa*ens, C.C. Concerto pour violonavec accompag-
Sa2cl ment de piano. Op. 20.
787.1 Saint- Saens, C.C. Deuxieme concerto er. Ut ma;jeur 4pour
Sa2c2 violonavec acccmpagnement de piano. Op. 58. 2v.
787.1 Saint -Saens, C.C. Troisieme concerto pour viol on.
Sa2c3 Op. 61. 2v.
787.1 Saint-Saens, C.C. Primere 'sonate pour piano et violOn
Sa2s 1 Op. 75. 2v.
787.1 Saint- SaSns, C.C. Deuxieme 'sonate pour violon et
Sa2s piano. Op. 102.
787.1 Schubert, Franz. Drei sonatinen fur pianoforte und
Sch7s violine. Op. 137. 2v.
q7°7.1 Schubert, Franz. "Unfinished symphony w B minor . 2v.
Sch 7u piano and violin.
787.1 Schumann, Robert. Sonate fur pianoforte und violine.
Sch8sl Op. 105. 2v.
787.1 Schumann. Robert. Zweite grosse senate fur pianoforte
Sch8s2 und' violine. Op. 121. 2v.
787.1 Schutt, Edward. Suite No.l D moll fl\r pianoforte und
Sch8 violine. Op. 44. 2v.
787.1 Seveik,Ottakar . Forty variations faciles pour le violon
Sc8




Simoutre, Aus amateurs du violon.

787,1 Sjogren, Sonate G moll fur violir.e und pieuioforte.
Sj5s Op. IS. 2v.
787.1 Sjogren, Sonate No. 2 in E moll fur violine und pian-
Sj5s2 cforte. Op. 24, 2v.
787.1 Sj6gren, Sonate No. 3 G moll fur violine und piano-
Sj5s3 forte. Op. 32. 2v.
767.1 Sjogren, Sonate No. 4 H moll fur violine und pianO-
Sj5s4 forte. Op. 47. 2v.
787.1 Spohr, Louie. Concerto No. 11, 2v.
Sp611
787.1 Spohr, Louis. Concerto No. 2. 2v.
Sp62
787.1 Spohr, Louis. Concerto No. 6. 2v.
Sp66
787.1 Spohr, Louis, Concerto No. 7. in E minor for violin with
Sp67 accompaniment of pianoforte. 2v.
787.1 Spohr, Louis. Concerto No. 8. 2v,
Sp68
787.1 Spohr, Louis. Concerto No. 9. 2v.
Sp69




787.1 Tschaikowsky, P.I. Conceit fur violine mit beglaitung
T78c des orchestra oder des pianoforte. 0p35. 2v,
787.1 Vieuxtemps, Trois cadences pour le concerto de viol-
V67 on de L.von Beethoven.
q787.1 Winn, E.L. Rounds and catches for the use of violin
W73r classes in the public schools.
787.3 Klengel, Julius. Scherzo D moll fur violoncell mit
K67 pianofort ebegleitung. Op. 6. 2v.





786.8 Acosta, Paul d 1 Garcia feativa.
Ac 7m
78 £.8 Acosta, Paul d 1 Scherzo.
Ac7s
q786.8 Andrews, Mark Sonata in A minor for organ. Op. 17.
An2s
786.8 Bach, J.S. Corupositionen fur die 6'rgel. 9v.
B12
786.8 Bach, J.S. Complete organ works. 5v.
B12c
785.8 Bach, J.S. Schule des triospiels; zweistimmige
B12s invent ionen fur orgel.
q786.8 Bartlett, H.N. Four compositions for the organ.
B28f Op. 116. 4v.
q78£.8 Bartlett, H.N. Suite for the organ.
B28s
786.8 Batiste, A.E. Batiste's voluntaries. Op. 24-25.
B32v
q786.8 Batiste, A.E. Batiste's last series of voluntaries
B32vl for the organ. Op. 42-43.
786.8 Becker, Rene L Chamson du soir . Op. 47, NO. 2.
B38o
786.8 Becker, Rene L Chanson nationole. Op. 47, No. 1.
B38ch
q786.8 Becker, Rene L Sonatas for organ. 3v.
B38s
q786.8 Best, W.T. Ceciliaj a collection of organ pieces
B46c in diverse styles. 5v.
q785.8 Bibl, Rudolf Sechs characterstucke fur orgel.
B47s Op. 64.
q786.8 Boellmann, Lson Deuxieme suite pour orgue,
B63s2
q783,8 Borowski, Felix Premiere sonate pour grand - orgue.
B64sl

















Bo88i,M.E. .Deux pieces pour orgue. 2v.
Bossi,M.E. Etude Symphonique pour orgue.
Bossi^M.E. Feuillets d 1 album. Oi.lll.No.l
Brewer, J.H. Canzonetta. . Op. 22, no. 1.
Br ewer, J. H. Indian summer sketch.
Buck, Dudley Compositions for the organ. 13v,




















Buck, Dudley Studies in pedal phrasing for the or-
gan. Op. 28.
Buxtehude, Dietrich Werke fur orgel. 2v.
Capocci , Filippo Premiere suite de trois morceaux
pour orgue. 3v.
Capocci, Filippo Prima sonata per organo.
Capocci, Filippo Seconda sonata per organo.
Capocci, Filippo Terza sonata per organo.
Capocci, Filippo Quarta sonata per organo.
Capocci , Filippo Cinquieme sonate pour orgue.





Carl,W.C. ed. Christinas music for the organ.
Carl,W.C. Lenten and Easter music for the organ.
q786.8
C57f






Fantaisie symphonique for the organ.
q786,8
C679o
Coleridge - Taylor, Samuel Organ album.
786.8
D29t
Davis, Arthur Trailing arbutus.
q78S.8
D39p
Demarest, Clifford Pastoral suite for organ.
q786.8
D45c
Deshayes, Henri Compositions pour orgue. 8v.
q786.8
D48a
Dethier, G.M. Allegro giocoso.
786.8
D48ai
Dethier, G.M. Album leaf.
786.8
D48an
Dethier, G.M. Andante grazioso.
786.8
D48av


































Third grand sonata in F major.
q786.8
D56s4










Dubois, F.C.T. Fantasie trioraphale. 91.
q783.8
D85m





Dubois, F.C.T. Trois pieces pour grand orgue.
q786.8
D91m
Dunham, H.M. Manual and pedal technique.
786.8
D92e
Dunn, J. P. Chanson passionee.
q786.8
Ev7c





Eury, E. d 1 Cradle song.
Eury, E.d 1 Meditation.
q783.8
Ev7n
Eury, E.d 1 Nocturne.
q786.8
Ev7r
Eury, E.d' Reverie in E. flat and postlude in G.
783.8
Ey4t
Eyken, J. A. van Three sonatas for organ.
q786.8
F27b
Faulkes, William Barcarolle in E minor for organ.
Op. 104, No. 2.
q786.8
F27be
Faulkes, William Berceuse in A flat.
q783.8
F27o
Faulkes, William Carillon in C.
q786.8
F27co
Faulkes, William Compositions for the organ, 8v.
q78S.8
F27con
Faulkes, William Concert overtures in E flat.
q786.8
F27f




Faulkes, William Minuet and trio in B minor.
q786.8
F27p






92Six compositions for the organ. •
q786.8
F27si





Sonata in A minor for organ.
q786.8
F27t
















Federlein, G.H. Saluto d 1 amor.
786A.8
F41*





Melodie plaintive. Op. 9,
786.8
F63t
Fleuret, Daniel Toccata. Op. 10, No. 3.
q786.8
F73s
Foote, A. W. Six pieces for the organ.
q786.8
F73su
Foote, A.W. Suite in D for the organ. Op. 54.
q78S.8
F73t






> Two compositions for the organ.
q786.8
F84t
Franck, C.A. Trois pieces pour le grand orgue.
786.8
F94a
Frysinger, J.F. At twilight.
786.8
F94c












































Frysinger, J.F. Scherzo symphonique.
Fumagalli, Polibio Two compositions for the organ.
Op. 283. 2v.
Fumagalli, Polibio Sonate. Op. 283, 282.
Gillette, J.R. Chant d' amour.
Gillette, J.R. Scherzando ( Dragonflies )
Gillette, J.R. Shepherd's tale, pastorale.
Gray, Alan Idyll No. 2
Gray, Alan Idyll No. 5
Grison, Jules Premiere collection de pieces
d'orgue eh 8 livraisons.
Grison, Jules Deuxieme collection de pieces
d'orgue un 6 livraisons.
Guilmant, F.A. Compositions for the organ.
Guilmant, F.A. Dix-huiteme pieces nouvelles
pour orgue. Op. 90.
Guilmant, F.A. Noels. Op. 60.
Guilmant, F.A. L 1 organist e liturgiste. Op. 65.
Guilmant, F.A. Pieces dans differents styles pour
orgue
.
Guilmant, F.A. Practical organist.
Guilmant, F.A. Sonatas for the organ.











Three compositions for the organ.
q786.8
H46v
Hesse, A.F. Variations in A flat. Op. 34,
q786.8
H46va
Hesse, A •P. Variations in A major. Op. 74.
q786.8
H72c
Hollins, Alfred Concert - overture in C minor.
q786.8
H72ca
Hollins, Alfred Cantilene in A flat.
q786.8
H72co
Hollins, Alfred Concert overture for the organ.
q?8S.8
H7^g






Original compositions for the
q786.8
K72s
Hollins, Alfred Song of sunshine.
q786.8
H728s
Holl oway , F.W. Song without words. Op. 56.
q786.8
J63a




Johnson, Bernard Canzonet in E.
q786.8
J63ca






Johnson, Bernard Morning song.
q786.8
J63mo
Johnson, Bernard Moto perpetuo.
q786.8
J63o
Johnson, Bernard Overture in C sharp minor.
q786.8
J6^>p
Johnson, Bernard Pavane in A.
q786.8
J63pa






































Johnson, Bernard Scherzo nuptiale.
Johnson, Bernard Sonata di camera in F major for
organ.
Johnson, Bernard Two duologues.
Johnston, Edward Forest vesper nocturne.
Karg - Elert, Sigfrid Choral - improvisation zum
konzertund gottesdienstlichen gebrauche. 6v.
Kinder, Ralph "Aphrodite".
Kinder, Ralph "Exsuit emus"
Kinder, Ralph In moonlight.
Kinder, Ralph Jour de print emps.
Kinder, Ralph Jubilate amen, a festal postlude.
Kinder, Ralph Prelude and fugue in E minor.
Kinder, Ralph Toccata in D.
King, Oliver Wedding suite for the organ.
Kit son, C.H. Elegy.
Lefebure - Wely, L.J. A. Six offertories for organ.
Lemaigre, Edmond Douze pieces pour orgue.





Lemare, E.H. Andantino in D flat for the organ

q786.8 Lemare, E.H. Barcarolle. 96 »
L53b
q786.8 Lemare, E.H. Chant de bonheur. Op. 62.
L53c
q786.8 Lemare, E.H. From the west; symphonic poem for the
L53f organ. Op. 60.
q?86.8 Lemare, E.H. Gavotte moderne for the organ.
L53g
q786.8 Lemare, E.H. Intermezzo in B flat for the organ.
L53i Op. 39.
q786.8 Lemare, E.H. Pastorale in E for the organ.
L53p
q786.8 Lemare, E.H. Reverie in E flat for the organ.
L53r Op. 20.
q786.8 Lemare, E.H. Romance in D flat.
L53TO
q786.8 Lemare, E.H. Symphony in G- minor for the organ.
L53s
786.8 Lemrnens, N.J. Trois sonates pour orgue.
L54t
786.8 Liszt, Franz Orgel composit ionen.
L6So
786.8 Luard - Selby, Bertram Allegro syraphonique.
L96a
786. 8 Luard - Selby, Bertram Meditation in E.
L96m
q786.8 Lynes, Frank Compositions for the organ. Op. 58.
L99o
q786.8 Mailing, Otto Die geburt Christi. Christ i fodsel.
M29g Stimmungsbilder fur die orgel.
p786.8 Mailing, Otto Der tod und die auferstehung, Christi;
M29t stimmungsbilder fur die orgel. Op. 54.
q786.8 Maquaire, Arthur Premidre symphoni-e pour orgue.
M32sl Op. 20.
786.8 Martin, Easthope Evensong.
M36*







Meale, J. A. Pedal study, The magic harp.









Mendelssohn - Bartholdy, J.L.F. Compositions for
the organ; three preludes and fugues. Op. 37;
six sonatas; Op. 65.
Merkel, G.A. Concert sat z ( in Es moll ) fur die
orgel. Op. 141.





Merkel, G.A, Six marches for the organ. Op. 145,
6v.







Merkel, G.A. Weihnachtspastcrale fur die orgel.
Op. 56.
Merkel, G.A. Zwanzig praeludien fur die orgel.
Op. 160. 2v.







Miller, R.K. Scherzo symphonique for organ.
Op. 4.
Miller, R.K. Two organ pieces. Op. 6.
Naprawnik, E. Notturno. La reminiscence de Chopin.
q786.8
N41a











Nevin, G.B. Sketches of the city.
Nicholl, H.W. Symphonische praeludien und fugue
fur die orgel. Op. 47.
Nilson, L. System of technical studies in pedal
playing for the organ.
Noble, T.T. "An Elizabethan idyll
?





















Sonata in E, flat for the organ.
786.8
P221c




Peace, A.L. Concert fantasia for the organ in B











Sonata da camera, Ho. 1, 2 and 3.
q786.8
P61t
Pierne, Gabriel Trois pieces pour grand orgue a




Piutti, Carl Acht praeludien fur die orgel. Op. 2.
q786.8
P68d
Piutti, Carl Drei interludien fur orgel. Op. 3.
q786.8
P68f























Piutti, Carl Senate in E moll fur die orgel. Op. 27.
q786.8
P68sol
Piutti, Carl Sonate in G moll fur die orgel. Op. 22.
q786.8
P68t
Piutti, Carl Die trauungjein cyclus von visr stucken






































Prout , Ebenezer Fugue 99 #
Renaud, Albert Quatre pieces d* orgue. Op. 101.
Renaud, Albert Suite E minor. Op. 131. 4v
Reubke,J.R. Der quatre-vingt-quatorze psalm sonate.
Rheinberger , J.G. Monologe ,Zw8lf stucke fur die *6rgel.
Op. 162. 2v
Rheinberger, J.G. Sonaten fur 6rgel. . ,20v.
Rheinberger , J.G. Twelve characteristic pieces.
Rheinberger , J.G. Zehn trios fur die 6rgel. Op. 49. 2v
Roger s, J. H. Sonata in Eminor for the organ.
Roger s, J. H. Suite for organ;prologue ,march, intermezzo,
toccata.
Rousseau, Samuel Douze pieces pour orgue.
Rousseau, Samuel Quinze pieces pour orgue ou piano-
pedal ier .
Salome, Theodore-Cesar Dix pieces pour orgue ou piano-
pedalier. 2v.
Salome, Theodore-Cesar Douze pieces nouvelles pour
orgue ou piano-pedalier. Op. 59. 2v.
Salome, Theodore-Cesar Premiere sonate pour grand orgue.
Op.25
.
Schminke, 0,E. Festal postlude
Schminke,O.E. March of the toys.













































Shelley, H.R. Adagio cantabile. 3 00.
Shelley, H.R. Melody in A flat for organ.
Shelley, K.R. Serenade.
Shelley, H.R. Scherzo - mosaic. ( Dragonflies ) for
the organ.
Shelley, H.R. Spring song and scherzo.
Shelley, H.R. Three romances.
Shelley, H.R. The twilight picture.
Sheppard, E.H. "A desert song '.'
Silver, A.J. Memory r s hour.
Silver, A.J. Reverie.
Smart, H.T. Original compositions for the organ,
2v.
Stanford, C.V. Organ soaata. No. 1 in F. Op. 149.
Steane, Bruce Short compositions for the church
service composed for the organ. 2v.
Smart, H.T. Twelve pieces for the organ.
Stanford, C.V. Prelude ( In form of a chaconne )
Op. 88, No. 2.
Stanford, C.V. Six short preludes and postludes.
Op. 101.
St ought on, R.S. Egyptian suite for organ.
St ought on, R.S. Persian suite for organ.
Sweelinck, J.P Drei fantasien, drei toccaten und
vier variationen fur orgel.

q786.8 Thayer,- W„E. Sonata 1. Op. 1.
T33sl
q788.8 Thiele, Louis Concert satz in C moll. No. 1.
T34co
q786.8 Tombelle, Ferdinand de la Deuxieme se'rie pieces
T5Sp2 d' orgue, en six livraisons. Op. 33. 2v.
q786.8 Tombelle, Ferdinand de la Pieces d'orgue
T59p (lere collection) en six livraisons. Op. 23,
6v.
786.8 Tomlinson, James Postludium in G ( " Sit laus
T597p jocunda" )
q786.8 Truette, E.E. Suite in G minor for the organ.
T76s
q786.8 Truette, E.E. Twenty preludes and postludes for the
T76t organ.
786.8 Turner, H.S. "Now that daylight fills the sky"
T85n choeur angelique.'
786.8 Turner, H.S. "Thanksgiving" postlude. "Evening
T85t service". No. 3.
q78S.8 Vierne, Louis Premiere symphonic pour grand orgue
V67sl Op. 14.
q786.8 Vierne, Louis Deuxieme symphonic pour grand orgue.
767 s2 Op. 20.
786.8 7olckmar, W.V. Acht orgelsonaten,
V88e
786.8 Volckmar, W.V. Elf orgelsonaten.
V88el
q786.8 Wagner, W.R. Feuerzauber ( Fire magic ) from the
W12f "Die walkure"
q786,8 Wagner, W.R. Gotterdan;merung; trauermarsch berin
W12g tode Siegfried's.
q786.8 Wagner, W.R. Die meiser singer von Number g:
W12m vorspiel.
q766.8 Wagner, W.R. Parsifal; Good Friday music.
W12pg
q786.8 Wagner, W.R. Parsifal; vorspiel. Act 1.
WISpv









Wagner, W.R. Der ritt der walkuren.
q786.8
W12s
Wagner, W.R. Siegfried - idyll.
q786.8
W12si





















West, J. E. Sketch in minor.
q786.8
W52so
West, J. E. Sonata in D minor.
q786.8
W56o
Fneeldon,H.A. Organ pieces. 7v.
q786.8
W58c
Whiting, G.E. Compositions for the organ. 6v.
q786.8
W58t




Widor,C.M. Symphonies pour orgue. 2v.
q786.83
W69s




Wolst enholme, William Allegretto scherzando.
q786.8
W83b




Wolst enholme, William Cantilene in A flat.
q786.8
W8^ co









Concert-overture no, 2 in G.
q786.8
W83g
Wol st enholme , Will iam Grand choeur in G minor.
q786.8
W83i
Wol st enh olm e , Wi 11 i am Irish phantasy.
q786.8
W83m.
Wol st enholme , Will iam Minuet and trio.
q786.8
W83n
Wol st enholme , Will iam 0>rgan sonata in F.
q786.8
W83o
Wol st enh olme , Will i am
organ.
Original compositions for the
q786,8
W83q




Wol st enholme, Will iam Sonata. (In the style of Handel).
q786.8
W85s




. Caprice. Op. 76, no. 2.
q786.81
I O S
Yon, P. A. Sonata cromatica (seconda).
q786.8
B12s
Bach, J. S. Bach's smaller organ works. Eight short pre-












Truette, Everett The organist's first etude album.
q786.8
T76bc
Truette, Everett Schmidt's standard organ collection.
4v.

.knsemDi e , Piano 104.
786.492
At o s
Arensky, Anton Silhouttes. 2v.








Beethoven, Ludwig van Concerte & fantasie. typ.80.
785.6
n Beethoven, Ludwig van
Two pianos & four
Concerto in C major. Op. 15.
hand 8
.
78o.6 Beethoven, Ludwig van
Two pianos & four
Concerto 2. in B major. Op. 19.
hands
785.6 Beethoven, Ludwig van
Two pianos & four
Concerto 3 in C minor. Op, 37.
hands.
785.6
I -DOS C 04
Beethoven, Ludwig van
Two pianos & four
Concerto 4 in G major. Op 58.
hands
785.6 Beethoven, Ludwig tan Concerto 5 in E flat major.
Op. 73. Two pianos & four hands.
785.6
rs-jyjco
Beethoven, Ludwig van Konzert fur pianoforte C moll.
Op. 27. Two pianos & four hands.
786.49
137nD«JS
Beethoven, Ludwig van Ouverturen zu vier handen.
783.49
rJoy a
Beethoven, Ludwig van Syraphonien zu vier hcfnden. 2v.
786.49
isoy sy




Beethoven, Ludwig van Variations for the pianoforte. 2v.
q786.49
DDO
Bodenhoff, Harold Bagatelles. Six pianoforte duets.






















































Chopin, F.F. Concert fur pianoforte jmit fingersatz 105 *
phrasierungserganzungen. 0p21.
Dennee,C.F. The children'3 fest ival .Ten pianoforte
duet 8
.
Foote,A.W. Twelve duet 3 on five notes for the piano-
forte.
Franck, Cesar Variations symphonies pour piano und or-
chestre avec accompagnement d'un second piano re-
duit'de l'orchestre. 2v.
Grieg, E.H. Piano 2 zu Mozart's sonate C major.
Grieg, E.H. Piano 2 zu Mozart's sonats C minor.
Grieg, E.H. Piano 2 zu Mozart's sonate F major.
Grieg, E.H. Piano 2 zu Mozart's sonate G major.
Haydn, Josef Symphonien zu vier h'anden. 2v.
Lampe, Thema und variationen fur zwsi pianoforte.
Op. 2.
Longo, Thema mit variationen fur zwei pianoforte.
Op . 30
.
Loth.L.L. Twelve little sketches for piano. (Four hands)
Mackenzie, A. C . Schottisches concert for two pianos.
Op. 55. 2v.
Mendel ssohn-Barthoi dy, J. L.F. Ein sommernacht straum
fur pianoforte zu vier handen arrangeiert.
Mendels3ohn-Bartholdy,J.L.F. Ouverturen zu vier handen,
Moszkow3ki,Moritz Sarabande,pa3sepied minuetto pour
deux pianos a quatre mains. 2v.
Mozart , J.C.W.A. Klavier-concerte no. 3 Es dur & no.
4
A dur zu vier Handen.
783.492 Mozart, J. C .W. A. Konzert XX111 fur das pianoforte. 2v
Mozart, J.C.W.A. Konzert no. 26 in D dur Werk 537, fur
pianoforte. 2v.

783.49 Mozart, J.C.W.A. Ouverturen zu vier Hinden. 106,
M87
786.49 Mozart, J.C.W.A. Symphonien zu vier Handen.
M87s
7 8 S. 49 2 O'Neil, Variations et fugue sur un theme Irlan-
0n2 dais pour deux pianos. .Op. 17.
q786.4 Ourville,Leon d 1 Soirees musicales; eight een pieces for
0u7s piano four hands.
786.492 Rachmaninoff, Fantasie pour deux pianos. Op. 5.
Rll
78 3.492 Reger,Max Variationen und fugue Mber ein thema von
R26 Beethoven fur zwei klaviere zu vier h'anden. Op. 86.
586.492 Reinecke,Carl Impromptu fur zwei klavier. .Op. 66. 2v.
R27
q786.4 Ropartz, J.G.M. Piece en si mineur pour deux pianos.
R68p
783.49 Ront gen, Ballade Tiber eine norwegische volksmelodie.
R66 Op. 36. Fur zwei Claviere.
q786.4 Saint -Sa*ens,C .0 . Scherzo pour deux pianos quatre mains.
Sa3s Op. 87.
786.492 Saint- Saems,C .0 . Variations pour deux pianos sur un
Sa2 Op . 35 . 2v
.
q786.49 Sart orio, Arnoldo Pictures from youth.Twelve melodious
Sa7p piano pieces for four hands.
786.49 Schubert, F. P. H moll symphonie zu vier handen.
Sch7
786.492 Schults, Thema und variationen fur zwei claviere.
Sch8 Op. 10,
783.49 Schumann, Robert Symphonies.
Sch8
785.492 Schumann, Robert Variationen und fugue uber ein thema
Sch82 von Beethoven. Op. 77. Fur zwei klaviere.
Op . 32
.
q786.49 Sinding, Christian Duette fur zwei pianoforte zu vier
Si6d ha'nden.
783.492 Stanford, C .V, Concert variations upon an English theme
St 2 "Down among the dead men" for two pianofortes.
q786.49 Tschaikowsky, P.I . Romeo et Juliette ;overture-fantasie
T78r arrangement pour piano a quatre mains.

„ 107.
786.49 Weber, CM. Ouverturen zu vier handen,
W38
784,3 Brahms, Johannes Liebeslieder wSlzer fur pianoforte






Bazzini, Quartett no. 2 fur 2 violinen, viola, and vi-
ol one ell. Op. 75.
787
B39ql
Beethoven, Ludwig van Quartett no.l Fdur fur 2 violinen
viola and viol one ell. Op. 18, no.l.
B39q2 No.
2
G dur. Op.18, no. 2.
B39q3 No.
3




C moll. Op. 18, no. 4.
B39q5 No.
5
A dur. Op. 18, no, 5.
B39q6 No.
6
B dur. Op. 18, no. 6.
B39q6p No.l-6. Op. 18, no. 1-6.
B39q6p2 No.7-11. Op. 59, 74, & 95.









C dur. Op. 59, no, 3.
B39ql0 No. 10 Es dur. Op. 74.
B39qll No. 11 F moll. Op.95.
B39ql2 No. 12 Op. 127.
B39ql3 No, 13 B dur. Op. 130.
B39ql4 No. 14 Cis moll. Op. 131.
B39ql5 No. 15 A moll. Op. 132.
B39ql6 No. 16 B dur. Op. 133.
B39ql7 No. 17 F dur. Op, 135.
787
B64q2
Borodin, Quartett no, 2 D dur..
787
B73q3p
Brahms, Johannes Quartett C moll. Op. 51, no.l,
B73a32t> A moll. Op. 51, no. 2.
B73q3s C moll. Op. 51, no.l.








































Brahms, Johannes Quart ett in B dur . Op. 67
Bruch,Max Quart ett . no. 2 E dur. Op. 10.
C moll . Op. 9. 4v.
Cheribini,M.L. Quart ett. No.l Es dur.
Cheribini,M.L. Quatuor . No.l.





Quart ett in D major.
Quartette D dur. 4v.
4v
Dvorak, Anton Quart ett. Op. 87. 4v.
Op. 96. 4v.
Op. 23. 4v.
Es dur . Op .51 . 4v.
No. 3 C dur. Op. 61 . 4v.
No. 4 E dur. Op. 80. 4v.
Elgar,E.W. From the Bavarian highlands.
Foote,A.W. Quart ett in Cdur. 4v.
Foote,A.W. Quartette. Op. 4. 4v.
Glazounow, , A.K. Cinquieme quatuor en re pour deux violons
alto & viol on celle. 4v.
Glazur.ov, A.K. Suite pour quatuor d'archets. 4v.
Grieg, Edward. Quartett Op. 27 5v
Haydn , Joseph . Quatuor s . 4v
.

787 Haydn, Joseph. Quart ett no. 1 B dur. 110.
H32ql
H32q2 Ho.?. Es dux. Op.l, no.?-.
K32q3 No. 3 D dur. Op.l, no. 3.
H32q4 No. 4 G dur. Op.l, no. 4.
H32q5 No. 5 B dur. Op.l, no. 5.
H32q6 No. 6 C dur. Op.l, no. 6.
H32q7 No. 7 A dur. Op. 2, no.l.
H32q8 No. 8 E dur. Op, 2, no.
2
H32q9 No. 9 Ee dur. Op. 2, no.
3
H32qll No. 11 D dur. Op. 2, no. 5.
H32ql2 No. 12 B dur. Op. 2, no.S.
H32913 No. 13 E dur. Op. 3, no.l.
H32ql4 No. 14 C dur. Op. 3, no. 2.
H32ql5 No. 15 G dur. Op. 3, no. 3.
H32ql6 No. 16 B dur. Op. 3, no. 4.
H32ql7 No. 17 F dur. Op. 3, no. 5.
H32ql8 No. 18 A dur. Op. 3, no. 6.
H32ql9 No. 19 C dur. Op. 9, no.l.
H32q2o NO. 20 Es dur. Op. 9, no. 2.
H32q21 No. 21 G dur. Op. 9, no. 3.
H32q22 No. 22 D moll. Op. 9, no, 4.
H32q23 No. 23 B dur. Op. 9, no. 5.
K32q24 No. 24 A dur. Op. 9, no. 6.
H32q25 No. 25 E dur. Op. 17, no.l
H32q26 No. 26 F dur. Op. 17, no. 2.
H32q27 No. 27 Es dur. Op. 17, no, 3.
H32q28 No. 28 C moll. Op. 17, no. 4.
H32q29 No. 29 G dur. Op. 17, no. 5.

H32q30 No. 30 D dux. Op. 17, no. 6. Ill
H32q31 No. 31 Es dur. Op. 20, no.l.
H32q32 No. 32 C dur. 0p.2o, no. 2.
H32q33 No. 33 moll
.
Op. 20, no. 3.
H32q34 No. 34 D dur. Op. 20, no, 4.
H32q35 No. 35 F moll. Op. 20, no. 5.
H32q36 No. 36 A dur. Op. 20, no. 6.
H32q37 No. 37 D dur. Op. 33, no.l.
H32q38 No. 38 Es dur . Op. 33, no. 2.
H32q39 No. 39 C dur. Op. 33, no. 3.
H32q40 No. 40 B dur. Op. 33, no. 4.
H32q41 No. 41 G dur. Op. 33, no. 5.
H32q42 No. 42 D dur. Op. 33, no. 6.
H32q43 No. 43 D moll. Op . 42
.
H32q45 NO. 45 C dur. Op. 50, no. 5,
H32q46 No. 46 Es dur. Op. 50, no. 3.
H32q47 No . 47 Fis moll Op. 50, no. 4.
H32q49 No. 49 D dur. Op. 50, no. 6.
H32q50 No. 50--56. Op. 51, no. 1-7.
H32q57 No.57 G dur. Op. 54, no.l.
H32q58 No. 58 C dur. Op. 54, no, 2.
H32q5S No. 59 E dur. Op. 54, no. 3.
H32q60 No. 60 A dur. Op. 55, no.l.
H32q6l No. 61 F moll. Op. 55, no, 2.
H32q62 NO. 62 B dur. Op. 55, no. 3.
H32q63 No. 63 C dur. Op. 64, no.l.
H32q64 No, 64 H moll. Op. 64, no. 2.
H32q65 No. 65 B dur. Op. 64, no. 3.
H32q66 No. 66 G dur. Op. 64, no. 4.

H32q67 No. 67 D dur.
112.
Op. 64, no. 5.
H32q68 NO. 68 Es dur. Op. 64, no, 6.
H33q69 NO .69 B dur. Op. 71, no.l.
H3-q70 No. 70 D dur. Op. 71, no. 2.
H32q71 No. 71 Es dur. Op. 71, no. 3.
H32q72 No. 72 C dur. Op. 74, no.l.
H32q73 No. 73 F dur. Op. 74, no. 2.
H32q74 No. 74 G moll. Op. 74, no. 3,
H32q75 No. 75 C dur. Op. 76, no.l.
H32q76 No. 76 D moll. Op. 76, no. 2.
H32q77 No. 77 C dur. Op. 76, no. 3.
H32q78 No. 78 B dur. Op. 76, no. 4.
H32q7S N0.7S D dur. Op. 76, no, 5.
H32q80 No. 80 Es dur. Op. 76, no. 6.
H32q81 No. 81 G dur. Op. 77, no.l.




Mendel ssohn-Bartholdv, J.L.F. Quartette. Op. 1,2, 3.
4v.








D dur. Op. 44, no.l.
M52q4 No.
4
E moll. Op. 44, no. 2.
M52q5 No. 5 Es dur. Op. 44, no. 3.
M52q6 No.
6





scherzo, capriccio und fuge. Op. 81.
M87ql Mozart, W.A. Quart ett No.l G dur.
M87q2 No. D moll
M87q3 No. Es dur.





M87q6 No. 6 C dur. 113.
M87q7 No. 7 D dur.
M87q8 No, 8 A dur
.
H87q9 No. 3 B dur.
M8SqlO No. 10 F dur.
fM87qllb No. 28 D dur. 4v
787
R26
Reger, Max. Str eich quart ett in D moll. Op. 74. 4v.
787
R4S
Rimskii-Korsakov, Liadov, Borodin, & Giazunov.
quatuar d 1 arch eta sur le nom B-la-f. 4v.
787
fSa2
Qca r*i t — pt qOCI> J.I1U" OCX Cli kj
,
Oiid+nnT Ovi Al AtxWLi... LIVJJ. , ^Jr • • TV <
787
fSa22
T. ' Si TO 1 PT TPffl TV) P 4.V
787
fSch7
O V* 1 i id "V* 4" TT1T> O T *7oOiiuucX U j rl -.tin-' • Oi i n t» +• o -f- + ij Att
787
f Sch8q
i_ W Ii UiJi z'.i iL ; Xt . ii . T)y p i nnaT+ t a Ot AT AirUi. C X U U.CXX u G u l> ^ • WjJ . Tl . TV i
787
Sch8ql
oonuiraim , rt . a • UUclITioXU riO.X A inox.x. . up , <*x , no . X •
787
Sch8q2
W Ll»tX OCUli 1MU • <~> r U.LLX
.
Up . tX , IiU . <~> .
787
Sch8q3





Quart ett Cis moll. Op. 17.
787
fSm3










Taneiew, Quatuor en si-b min. Op. 4. 4v.
787
fT78
Tschaikowsky, P. I. Quartette. Op. 11. 4v.
787
T78ql








787 rard, F.E. Quartet
W21q
114.
Quatuor No . 1 B dur . Op . 11 . 4v
.
Quart ett No. 2 F dur . Op. 22.




ueiio ox vioxa ana. rxano.
787.3
DO u fc>
Boccherini, Sonate no. 6 in L A magg per viol on-
ccix con tic^ouip en pianoiorxe ai Aj.ireo.0 riaxui. cv.
787.1
DUO
Diepenbrock, Hymne voor viool and piano. 2v.
787.3 Hure, Sonate pour violoncelle St.. piano. 2v.
787.1 Kuyfer, Sonate voor piano and viool. 2v.
787.1
"DP?
Porpora, Sonate en Fa pour pianoforte et violoncell.
787.3 Reger,Max Zweite sonate in G moll fur violoncell und
pianoi or g e « <sv.
q787.3
xtooS
Rontgen, Julius Sonate voor piano en violoncell (B mi-
neur ) • up .00. »v.
787.3
BNBUs
Saint- Saens, C .C . Deuxieme sonate pour violoncelle
ex piano. up.x^.o. <ov.
q787.3
do oo
Saint-Saens,C .0. Sonate pour violoncelle et piano.
up • Oc> . CV .
787.1
ocni
Schafer, Sonate voor viool and piano, 2v.
787.3 Veracini, Sonate en Re mineur pour piano et vio-
10UU6X16 • »V •
787.1 Ureulo, Sonate en si majeur pour violon et piano.
q786.41
T51 O aXlX<* S
Raff, J.J, Spnate fur pianoforte und violoncell.
Up • loO . foV
•
786.41 Rheinberger, J .G. Sonate. Op. 9.2. 2v.
q78S.41
flu r
Reinecke a K,H.C . Sonata fur violoncell und pianoforte.




Rontgen, Julius Sonate. Op. 3. 2v.
q786.41
R82s
Rubinstein, A. G. Sonate in D major for piano and vio-
loncello. 2v.

Ensemble for various groups. 116.
787 Abaco, E.F. dall' Suite 4v. v.l Piano
Abls v2 Violin 1 v.. 3 Violin 2 v. 4 violincello
and contrabass©
.
q 7 87 Abaco, S.F. dall' Nler triosonaten fur zwei violinen
Ablv violoncell und beglectung aus. Op. 3 3v.
v. Partitur v. 1 Violine 1 v. 2 Violine 2
v. 3 Violincell.
q787 Abaco, E.F. dall' Vier concert! da chiesa fur 2
Abivc violinen, viola, violoncell und begleitung aus.
Op. 2 4v. v. Partitur v. 1 Violine 1
v.2 Violine 2 v. 3 viola v. 4 Violoncell
und bass.
q787 Abaco, E.F. dall' Zwolf solosonaten fur violine
Ablz (violoncell) und begleitung. Op. 1 No. 2, 4-7,
11. Op. 4, No. 3-6, 8, 11. 2v. v. 1
Violine v. 2 Violoncell.
787 Ambrosio, Alfred d 1 En badinant 6v. v. 1 Piano
fAmle v.2 1st violin 5 cop. v. 3 2nd violin
4 cop. v. 4 Alto violin 3 cop. v. 5
Violoncelles 2 cop^. v. 6 Contrebass 2 cop.
787 Ambrosio, Alfred d' ReVe' 6v. v. 1 Piano
fAmlr v. 2 1st violin v. 3 2nd violin v. 4 Alto
violin v. 5 violoncelle v. 6 cootrebasse
.
787 Arensky, Trio, No. 2, F'moll pour piano, violon
Ar3t2 and violoncelle. Op. 7c.
787 Arensky, Trio D moil pour T^iano, violine and
Ar33t3 violoncelle. Op. 32. 3v.
787 Bach, J,S, Concert in D dur fur klavier, flote
P12c violine. 7v.
787 Each, J.S. Trios. 4v.
qP12t
787 Eeethoven, Ludwig van Quatuor, Es dur fur pianoforte
R39qa violine, Iratsche und violoncell. Op. 16.
4v.
787 Beethoven, Ludwig van Quartett fur klavier violine
P39qal Quartett fur klavier violine, viola und
violoncell in Eb major. Op. 16.
787 Eeethoven, Ludwig van Quintett. 5v.
E39qu2b
787 Beethoven, Ludwig van Quintett. Op. 29.
E39qu2p
787 Beethoven, Ludwig van Quintette. Op. 29, 4, 104,
B39qu2pe 137. 5v.
787 Eeethoven, Ludwig van Serenade. 3v.
fB393
787 Beethoven, Ludwig van Sextett. Op. 81b.
B39se

738 Eeethoven, Ludwig van Septet. Es dur Op. 20.
fB39 7v.
787 Beethoven, Ludwig van Septett. Op. 20.
E39sep
786.49 Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie No . 5 . Op. 67
E39s5 fur pianoforte zu 4 handen mit violine and
violoncell parts. 3v.
787 Beethoven, Ludwig van Trios. 3v.
fB39t
787 Beethoven, Ludwig van Trios fur streichinstruraente
f339tr 3v.
q786.46 Berlioz, L.H . Harold en Italie symphonie en quatre
B45h parties aver un alto principal, partition de
piano de P. Liszt. Op. 16 2v.
787 Pizet, Georges Petit man, petit jemme. Op. 22.
B55p v. 1 Piano v. 2 Violin v. 3 2nd violin
v. 4 Viola v. 5 Violoncello v. 6 Basses.
787 Boccherim, Quintett E dur fur 2 violinen, viola
B63qu and 2 violoncells.
q786.4 Boisdeffre, Rene de 2me trio (sol raineur) pour
P63d piano, violon et violoncelle. 3v.
787 Brahms, Johannes Coneert fur violine and violoncel
B73c mit orchester aus gabe mit pianoforte.
Op. 103.
787 Brahms, Johannes Quartett fur pianoforte, viola
fB73q and violoncelle. Op. 26.
787 Brahms, Johannes Quintett F dur fur 2 violinen,
B73qu 2 bratschen and violoncell. Op. 88. 5v.
787 Brahms, Johannes Quintett. Op. 34 fur pi? noforte
fB73qu2r 2 violinen, \viola and violoncell 5v.
787 Brahms, Johannes Quintett G dur fur 2 violinen
B73qu3p 2 violen and violoncell. Op. 111.
787 Brahms, Johannes Zweites quintett G dur. Op. Ill
B7 3qu3s 5v.
787 Brahms, Johannes Quintett H moll fur clarinette,
E73qu4p zwei violinen, viola und violoncell. Op. 115
f787 Brahms, Johannes Quintett H moll fur clarinette, 2
B73qu4s violinen bratsche und violoncell. 6v.
787 Prahms , Johannes Sextett B dur. Op. 18, No. 1
B73s2p fur violinen 2 violen and 2 violoncell.
787 Brahms, Johannes Sextett E dur fur 2 violoncell.
P73s2p Op. 18.

787 Brahms, Johannes Sextett G dur fur 2 violinen, 2
E73s3p violen, gnd 8 violoncell. Op. 36.
787 1 Brahms, Johannes Sextett G dur fur 2 violinen 2
P73s3s violoncell. Op. 36. 6v
.
787 Brahms, Johannes 3onate G dur fur pianoforte and
B73sol violine. Op. 78.
786.49 Brahms, Johannes Vierte symphonie fur clavier zu
B73s4 4 h'anden violine and violoncell. Op. 98.
3v.
786.41 Brahms, Johannes Zweite sonate, F dur fur pianoforte
B73 and violoncell. Op. 99. 2v.
q787 Brahms, Johannes Zweite sonate fur violine und
B73so2 klavier A dur. Op. 100. 2v.
787 Brahms, Johannes Sonate No . 3 D moll fur pianoforte
B73so3 und violine. Op. 108. 2v.
787 Brahms, Johannes Trio H dur fur pianoforte violine
B73t and violoncell. Op. 8.
q787 Erahms, Johannes Trio Es dur fur pianoforte, violine
B73t2 und welhorn, oder tratsche order violoncell.
Op. 40. 5v.
787 Brahms, Johannes Trio C dur fur pianoforte, violine
E73t3 and violoncell. Op. 87. 3v.
787 Brahms, Johannes Trio C moll fur pianoforte, violine
B73t4 and violoncell. Op. 101. 3v.
787 Buys, Quintett D dur fur flate, 2 violineny
B99 viola and violoncell. 5v.
118.
787 Chadwick Quintett fur pianoforte, 2 violinen,
fC34 viola and violoncell (E flat). 5v.
787 Conperin Concerto royanx trios pour violon
C83 violoncelle and pis no. 3v.
787 Czitulka, Alphons Au dich, evolzer serenade. Op.
fC99a 390 7v. v.l Score. v. 2 Violino 1
v.3 Violino 2 V.4 Viola v. 5 Violonce'llo
v.6 Easso v.7 Arpa ad lihitum.
787.1 Dont, Jacob Quartett fur 4 violinen. Op.' 45
fD71g 4v.
787 Draeseke, F.A.B. Quintett fur pianoforte, violine,
D78 Viola, violoncell and horn. Op. 48. 5v.
787 Dvorak, Anton Bagatellen fur zwei violinen,
fD95b violoncell and harmonium oder pianoforte.
Op. 47.







































Dvorak, Anton Quintett. Es dur fur 2 violinen, 2
bratchen and violoncell. Op. 97. 5v.
Dvorak, Anton Sextet, A dur fur 2 violinen, 2
bratschen and 2 violoncell. Op. 48. 6v.
Dvorak, Anton. Serenade, 6v.
Dvorak, Anton Terzetto fur zwei violinen and viola.
Op. 74. Sv.
Dvorak, Anton Zweites trio F moll. 3v.
Ernesti, Titus d' Introduction et andante-religioso
pour piano et violon ( on violoncelle )
et harmonium. Op. 17. 4v. v.l Piano
v.2 Violon v.3 Violoncelle v. 4 Harmonium
Faure' Qm quatuor sol mineur pour piano, violon,
alto and violoncelle. Op. 45. 4v.
Foote, A.W. Trio. Op . 5 . 3v
.
Foote, A.W. Suite in E dur fur streich-orchester
.
Op. 63. Partitur.
Franck, C.A. Quintette en F a mineur pour piamo,
2 violons and violoncelle. 5v.
Franck, C.A. Sonate No. 1 pour piano and violon on
violoncelle. 2v.
Fuchs Serenade D dur fur streich orohester.
Op. 9. 6v.
Gade, Niels Quintett. 5v.
Gade, Niels Novelletten fur pianoforte violine
and violoncell. Op. 29. 3v.
Gade, Niels Sextett fur 2 violinen, 2 bratchen
and 2 violoncelle. Op. 44. 6v.
Gade, Niels Trio fur pianoforte, violine and
violoncell. Op. 42. 3v.
Gernsheim Trio fur pianoforte, violine and vio-
loncell. Op. 28. 3v.
German, J.E. Three dances from the mu^ic to Henry
8th quintett. 5v . v.l Piano









































Gillet, Ernest ratillage. 7v.
120.
Gimlet, Ernest Inthe shade. 8v. v.l Violin
and piano v. 2 1st violin v. 3 Violin solo
v.4 2nd violin v. 5 Viola v. 6 Violoncello
v.7 Violoncello solo v. 8 Pass.
Gillet, Ernest Loin du bal, waltz movement.
6v. v.l Violin and piano v. 2 1st violin
v.3 2nd violin v.4 Viola v. 5 Cello
v.6 Pass.
Gillet, Ernest La toupie. 6v. v.l Piano and
violin v.2 1st violin v.3 2nd violin
v.4 Viola v. 5 Cello v.6 Bass.
Godard, Ben jamin Canzonetta aus dem violpn conzert. 16v
Go dard, Benjamin Six duets for 2 violins and piano. 3v.
Gounod, C.F. Serenade. 3v.
Grieg, Edward Zwei elegische melodien. Op. 34.
Grieg, Edward Hjertesar ,herzwarden . Op. 34. 5v.
Grieg, Edward Zwei melodien fur streichorcbes ter
.
Hellmesberger, Josef Romanze fur vier violinen mit
clavierbegleitung. 5v.
.
Hermann, Edouard Serenade pour 3 violins & viola (ou
violoncelle ) . Op. 14,.
Hermann, Friedrich CapriccftS fur drei violinen. 3v.
Hermann, Freidrich ed. Zur ubung im zusmmenspiel fur
blasinstrumente
. 2v,9pts.
Hollander, Quintett fur piano forte, 2 violinen, vi-
ola und violoncell. Op. 24. 5v.
Indy, Trio por piano , clarinette ou violon & vio-
loncelle, Op. 29.
Reiser, Remhard „Suite . vpn^tanztucken , zusammenge stelLt
von Dr.Freedrich Zelle. 4v.
Keiser,Remhard Suite von tanzstucken.

787 Langey, Otto Evening breeze, an idyll. Op. 60. 121.
G26e 4v. v.l 1st violin v. 2 2nd violin
v.3 3rd viola v. 4 Cello and lacs.
787.1 Leonard Serenade, humoristique a 1 ' Espa^nole
.
fL553 4v.
787.1 Meerts, L.J. Etudes elementaires pour violon aver
fT r47e accompagnement d'un second violon.
787 Mendelssohn,- Fartholdy, J.L.F. Capriccio brilliant
M52c H moll, fur das pianoforte rait begleitung
des orchester. 0p> 22.
f787 Mendelssohn - Bartholdy, J.L.F. Jakot: Ludwig Felix
M52k Klavier-Konzert Nol G moll. Op. 25 als
quintett arr. v. 5.
787 Mendelssohn - Fartholdy, J.L.F. Jakob Ludwig Felix
M520C Octett fur 4 violinen, 2 violen und 2
violoncells in E b major. Op. 20.
787.1 Mendelssohn - Fartholdy, J.L.F. Overture zu den
M52 Hebriden ( Fingals-Hohle ) 2v.
787 Mendelssohn - %iFartho ldy , J.L.F. Quintett No. 1 A
M52qul dur fur 2 violinen, 2 violen and violoncell.
Op. 18.
787 Mendelssohn - Fartholdy, J.L.F. Quintett No. 2
M52qu2 E dur fur 2 violinen, 2 violen and violoncell.
Op. 87.
785.49 Mendelssohn,- Fartholdy, J.L.F. Symphonie No. 3
M52s schottische. Op. 56 fur pianoforte zu 4
handen mit violine and violoncell. 3v.
787 Mendelssohn - Fartholdy, J.L.F. Trio No.l D moll
M52t fur piano, violine and violoncell. Op. 49.
3v
.
787 Mendelssohn - Fartholdy, J.L.F. Jakob Ludwig Felix
fM52t2 Trio fur pianoforte, violine und violoncell.
Op. 66 in' C. 3v.
788 Mozart, J.C.W.A. Divertiments D dur fur violine,





Mozart, J.C.W.A. Divertimento, No. 15 in B dur
Werk 287. 7v. v.O Score v.l Violine 1
v.2 Violine 2 v.3 Viola v. 4 Pass
v. 5 Horn 1 v. 6 Horn 2.









Quintett in C minor.
Quintett in C major.
787
fM87s




Mozart, W.A. Strcich quintette. 5v. 122.
787
fM87ql2
Mozart, W.A. 10 celebres quatuors.
788
N85
Novacek, Sinfonietta fur flote oboe 2 klarinetten,

















Pierne, Gabriel Serenade. 6v. v\l. piano. v. 2. 1st
violin. v.3. 2nd violin. v. 4. viola. v. 5. cello
v.6. bass.
Percell, Golden sonata fur 2 viclinen mit beziffer-
t em, bass mit klavierbegleitung von Gustav Jensen. 4v.
787
R12d
Raff, J. J. Declaration of Lode. Op. 192, no. 2. v.l
Violin & piano v. 2 1st violin v.3 2nd. violin
v.4 Viola v.5 Cello v.6 Bass.
787
R12m





Raff, J. J. The miller's sweetheart. Op, 192, no. 2 6v.
(Parts same as aoove).
q788.8
R34c2
Rheinberger , J.G. Concert fur orgel (no. 2 in G moll)
rait begleitung des streichorchesters,2 hornern,
trompeten und pauken. Op. 177 9v.
q786.8
R34o
Rheinberger, J ,G. Concert fur orgel, streichorchester und
3 horner
. Op .137 . 9v.
787
fR34
Rheinberger, J .J . Quatuor Eb major pour piano, viol on,
viola & violoncelle. Op. 28. 4v.
Rheinberger, J.G. Suite fur orgel, violine & violoncel-




Rheinberger .J.G. Suite (praeludium, canzone, allemande




Rontgen, Julius Trio fur klavier , violine and violcn-^" 23,
cell. Op. 23. 3v.
787
fR82
Rubinstein, Ant on Quint etto, 6v.
787
R82t
Rubinstein, Anton Trio no.l in F fur piano, violine and
viol one ell. Op. 15. 3v.
787
R82t2
Rubinstein, Anton. Trio no. 2 in G m fur piano, violin
and viol one ell. Op. 15. 3v.
787
R82t3
Rubinstein, Anton. Trio no. 3 B dur pour piano, violon
and violoncelle. Op. 52. 3v. ~
787
R82t4
Rubinstein, Anton. Trio no, 4 fur piano, violon and viol-
oncello. Op. 85. 3v.
787
R82t5
Rubinstein, Anton Trio C moll fur piano, violon, and
violoncelle. Op. 108. 3v.
788
Sa2
Saint- Saens, C.C, Caprice sur des avis Dane is and
Russes pour flute hautboic ,clarinette and piano. 4v.
787
fSa222




Saint- Saens, C.C. Deuxiei/.e trio en Mi nuneur pour piano,
violon and violoncelle. Op. 92. 3v.
787
fSa2q
Saint-Sae'ns, C.C. Quintette pour piano deux violons,
alto, violoncelle and contrebasse. Op .14. 6v.
787
Sa2s
Saint-Sae'ns, C.C. Septuor pour trornpette, deux violons,
alto violoncelle, contrebasse et piano. Op. 65. 7v.
q786.43
Sa2s








Saint-Sae'ns, C.C. Trio no.l in F dur fur pianoforte
violine and. violoncell. Op. 18. 3v.
787
f Sa2t
Saint- Saens, C.C. Trio. 3v.
787.1
fSch7m
Schubert, Franz Moment musical. 4v.
787
Sch70




Schubert, Franz Quintett C dur. Op, 163.

124.
78? Schubert, Franz Quintett. 5v.
Sch7qa
787 Schubert, Franz Trios Op, 99. B dur and Op. 100 Es dur
Sch7t fur pianoforte violine and violoncell. 3 v.
785.7 Schumann
, R . A . Marchenbilder . 4 stucke fur piano forte and
fSch8m viol:. 3v.
785.7 Schumann , R . A . Marchenerz'ahlungen. 3v.
fSch8
787 Schumann, R. A. Quart ett Es dur fur pianoforte, violine,
Sch8q46 and violoncell. Op. 47. 4v.
787 Schumann. R . A . Quintett. Op. 44. 5v.
fSch8qu
786.49 Schumann, R .A. Si'mphOTiie no. 4 D moil. 0^.120 fur piano-
Soh8s4 forte zu vier handen mit begleitung von violine and
violoncell. 3 v.
787 Schumann, R. A. Trio F major.
Sch8t
787 Schumann, R. A. Trio no.l D moll fur pianoforte, violine,
Sch8to and violoncell. Op. 63. 3v.
Schumann ,R. A. Zweites trio F dur fur pianoforte violine
Sch8t4 and violoncell. Op. 80. 3v.
787 Schumann , R . A . Trio no. 3 G moll fur pianoforte, violine
Sch8t5 and violoncell. Op. 110. 3v.
787 Sinding, Christian Quintett E moll fur pianoforte, 2 vio-
fS16 linen, viols and violoncell. Op. 5. 5v.
787 Sme.tana, Trio fur pianoforte, violins and violo:
Sm3t cell. 3v.
7S7 Smulters, Sonate fur pianoforte and violine. 2v.
Sm8
787 Spohr, Louis Doppex-quart ett , 0p.6o. 8v.
qSp6d
787 Sponx, Louis Dopp el-quart ett fur 4 violinen, 2 violinen
Sp6dl and 2 violoncello. Op. 65.
787 Spohr, Louis Doppel-quartett Es dur fur 4 violinen 2
Sp6d2 viol en and 2 viol one ells. Op. 77.
787 Spohr, Louis Doppel-quartett E moll fur 4 violinen, 2
Sp6d3 violen and 2 violoncells. Op. 87.
787 Spohr, Louis Doppel-quartett no. 4 G moll fur 4 violinen
Sp6d4 2 violen and 2 violoncells.

I787 Spoiix , Louis Nonett F dur fur violine viola violonc
Sp6n kontrabaBS flftte aboe. klarinette, horn and fagott.
Op. 31.
767 Spohr, Louis Octett E dur fur violine , violoncell,klar-
Sp6o inette 2hbrner,and kontrs-bass. Op. 32.
787 Steck^P.A. Flirtation petite valse pour instruments
fSt26f a cordes. 6v.
787 Steck,P.A. Nous deuxi Serenade. Op. 7. 6v.
fSt26n v.l Piano v. 2 Viol on 1 v. 3 Viol on 2 v. 4 Alto
v.5 Violoncelle v. 6 Contre-basse.
787 Straus s, Richard Quartett in C moll fur pianoforte vio-
fSt8 line, viola and violoncelle. Op. 13. 4v.
787 Thille, Quintett Es dur. 5v.
fT42
787 Tschaikowsky,P.I. Suite du ballet Casse-noi sette . 5v.
fT78cs
787 Tschaikowsky,P.I. Serenade, 5v.
fT78s
787 Tschaikowsky,P.I. Trio fur pianoforte, violine und vi-
T78t oloncell. Op. 50.
788 Verhey, Quintett Es dur fur pianoforte, oboe,cl?.r:'
-
fV58 nette,horn & fagott. Op. 20. 5v.
q787.1 Vivaldi, Antonio Concert in D for four solo violine.
V83c
787 Volkmann,F,R. Walzer und marsch aus der serenade fur
V88-.7 streichorchest er . 6v. v.l Piano v.? 1st. violin
v.3 2nd. violin v. 4 Viola v.5 Cello v. 6 Pass.
787 Weingartner, Sextett in E moll dur klavier,2 violiner
W43 brat sche, viol one ell & bass, 6v.

126.
788.5 Bach, J. S. Sonate in A dur fur klavier and fl6te kamm-
B12s4 er-musik no. 18. 2v.
788.5 Bach, J.S. Sonate in G dur fur fltite, violins and
B12s5 bezifferten bass, kammermusik no. 3. 3v.
788.5 Bach, J.S. Sonate aus dem Musikalischen opfer fur flote
B12s3 violine and klav ier, kammermusik no. 33.
788.5 Bach, J.S. donate in Es dur fur klavier and flote,
B12sl kammermusik no. 17. 2v.
788.5 Bach, J.S. Sonate in H moll fur klavier and flt)te, kam-
B12s2 rnermu8ik no. 16. 2v.
788.6 Berr, Frederic Complete method for the clarinet with
fB46c eight selected studies by Fiorillo, Czerni and Cramer.
788.6 Brahms, Sonate fur clarinette, Oder bratsche and
B73 pianoforte. Op. 130. no.l. 2v.
788.5 Hofmann, Konzer stuck G m fur flote and orchestra
H67 Oder pianoforte componirt . Op. 98. 2v,
788.5 Jadassohn, Capricico fur flote and pianoforte. Op.137
J17c 2v.
788.5 Jadassohn, Notturno G fur flote and pianoforte
.
J17n Op. 133. 2v.
788.7 Loffler, Deux raphsodie3 pour hautbois, alto and
L82 piano, 3v.
788.5 Mozart, W. A. Adagio fur pianoforte and flute. 2v.
M87
788.6 Walthew, Mosaic in ten pieces for clarinet and pian-
W17 oforts. 2v,
































Bach, J. S. Ouverture in D dur fur orchester no. 3.
Partitur
.
Bach, J. S. Suite C dur. 7v. v.o Partitur v.l Vio-
line 1 (Scop.) v.2 Viola v. 3 Bas3 v. 4 Oboe 1
v.5 Oboe 2 v. 6 Fagott (2 cop.).
Beaumont , Paul Caprice Espagnol. 18v. v.l Piano
v.2 1st violin (2 cop.) v. 3 2nd violin v. 4 viola
v.5 violoncello v. 6 Bass v. 7 Flute v. 8 Oboes
v.9 1st clarinet in A v. 10 2nd clarinet in A v
2nd11 Bassoons v. 12 1st &
1st cornet in A v. 14 2nd
trombone v.16 Tirapany in
Organ.











Beethoven, Ludwig van Concert
v.l Partitur v.2 Violine 1
ola v.5 Violoncell und bass
v.8 Oboe 2 v.9 Klarinette 1
fur die violine. 17v.
v.3 Violine 2 v. 4 Vi-
v.6 Flote v.7 Oboe 1
v.10 Klarinette 2 v. 11
Fagott 1 v.12 Fagott 2 v.13 Horn 1 v.14 Horn
v.15 Trompete 1 v. 16 Trompete 2 v. 17 Pauken.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Klavier concert. Op. 37 .Partitur
.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Klavier concert. Op. 58.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Klavier-konzert G dur. Op. 58. v
v.l Violine 1 v.2 Violine 2 v.3Viola v. 4 Violon-
cell & bass v.5 Flote v. 6 Horn 1 v.7 Horn 2 v.8
Oboe 1 v.9 Oboe 2 v. 10 Fagott 1 v. 11 Fagott 2
v.12 Clarinette 1 v.13 Clarinette.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Klavier-konzert Op. 73. 4v.
v.l Violine v.2 Violine 2 v.3 Viola v. 4 Violon-
cell & bass.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Ouverturen in partitur. 3v.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Ouverture zu Collin's trauer-
spiel "Coriolan". Op. 62. 6v. v.l Klavier
v.2 Violine 1 v.3 Violine 2 v. 4 Viola v.5 Viol-
oncell & bass v.6 Flote.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Ouverture zur oper "Leonore"
Op. 72a, no. 3. 6v. v.l Klavier v.?, Violine 1
v*.3 Violine 2 v. 4 Viola v.5 Violoncell & bass
v.6 Flote.
Beethoven, Ludwig van Phantasie fur pianoforte, chor &
orchester. Op. 80. Partitur.

785.1 Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no.l. 18v. v.l 127.
f39sl Partitur v. 2 Violino 1 v. 3 Violino 2 v. 4 Viola
v. Violoncello & bas3 v. 6 Flauto 1 v. 7 Flauto 2
v.8 Oboe 1 v. 9 Oboe 2 v. 10 Clarinetto 1 in C v.
11 Clarinetto 3 in C v. 12 Fagotto 1 v. 13 Fagotto
2 v.14 Corno 1 v. 15 Corno 2 v. 16 Trombo 1 in C
v.17 Trombo 2 in C v. 18 Tympani in C & G.
785.1 Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 2. Op. 36. 23v.
B39s2 v.O Partitur v.l Violine 1 v. 2 Violine 2 v. 3 Vi-
ola v.4 Violoncell & bass v. 5 Flote 1 .v. 6 Flote
2 v.7 Oboe 1 v.8 Oboe 2 v. 9 Klarinette 1 v,10
Klarinette 2 v. 11 Fagott 1 v,12 Fagott 2 v.13
Horn 1 v.14 Horn 2 v. 15 Trompete 1 v. 16 Trompete
2 v.17 pauken.
785.1 Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 3. Op. 55. Parts
B39s3 similar to no. 2 up to v.15 Horn 3 v. 16 Trompete 1
v.17 Trompete 2 v. 18 Pauken.
785.1 Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 4 B dur
. Partitur.
B39s4
785.1 Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. b C moll. 0p67
.
B39s5 Partitur.
785.1 Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 5. Op. 67. 6v.
B39s5s v.l Klavier v. 2 Violine v. 3 Violine 2 v.4 Viola
v.5 Violoncell & bass v. 6 Flote 1.
785.1 Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 6 F dur. Partitur.
B39sSp
785.1 Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 6. Op. 68. 6v.
B39s6 v.l Klavier v. 3 Violine 1 v. 3 Violine 2 v.4 Vi-
ola v.5 Violoncell & bass v. 6 Flote.
785.1 Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 7. Partitur.
B39s7p
785.1 Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 7. Op. 92. 6v.
B39s7 (Parts similar to no.S.)
785.1 Beethoven, Ludwig van Symphonie no. 8. Op .93.
B3988p Partitur.
785.1 Beethoven .Ludwig van Symphonie no. 9. D moll. Partitur.
qB39s9p
785.6 Beriot,C .A.de Concerto no. 7. Op. 76. 14v.
B45c7 v.l Violino 1 v. 2 Violino 2 v. 3 Altos v.4 Violon-
cello v.5 Contra basso v.G Flauto v.7 Oboe v.8
Clarinetti v. 9 Fagotti v.10 Corni v. 11 Trompette
v. 13 Timpani v. 13 Trombone alto v.14 Trombone
t enore
q785.1 Berlioz, L.H. Harold in It all en; symphonie in 4 satzen
B45h mit einer solo-br atche . Op 16. Partitur.




Bird, Arthur Dritte kleine suite fur grosses orches-
ter. Op. 32. Partitur

q785.3 Borch, Gaston ed. Songs from Shakespeare's time. 128 •
B64s 17v v.O piano v.l Violin obligato v. 2 Violin 1
v.3 Violin 2 v. 4 Viola v. 5 Violoncello v. 6 Bas3
v. 7 Flute v.8 Oboe v. 9 Clarinet 1 v. 10 Clarinet 3
v.ll Bassoon v. 12 Horns 1 & 2 in F v. 13 Cornet 1
in A & B flat v. 14 Cornet 2 in A & B flat v. 15 Trom-
bone v.16 Timpani in A & D, drums etc. v. 17 Harmo-
nium.
785.2 Borodin, Eine steppenskizze aus mittel-asien fur or-
fB64s Chester,
q785.1 Brahms, Johannes Symphonie no.l C moll. Op. 68. Par-
B73sl titur.
785.1 Brahms, Johannes Symphonie no. 2.
B73s2
pam
q785.1 Brahms, Johannes Symphonie no. 3 F dur. Op. 90. Par-
B73s3 titur.
q785.1 Brahm 3, Johannes Symphonie no. 4 E moll. Op. 98.
B73s4
785 Brahms, Johannes Variationen uber ein thema von Joseph
B73v Haydn. Op. 56a. 21v. v.l Partitur v. 2 Violine 1
v.3 Violine 2 v. 4 Bratsche v. 5 Violoncell 2 v.
6
Bass v.7 Flote 1 v.8 Flote 2 v. 9 Kleine Flote
v.10 Oboe 1 v.ll Oboe 2 v. 12 Clarinette l.in B v.
13 Clarinette 2 in B v. 14 Fagot 1 v. 15 Fagot 2 v.
16 Horn 1 in B basso v. 17 Horn 2 in B basso v. 18
Horn 3 in Es v. 19 Tri angel.
q785.2 Chambers, W. P. "Brothers inarms": march. 16v.
C35b v.o Piano v.l 1st Violin v. 2 2d Violin v.3 Viola
v.4 Cello. v,5 Bass v. 6 Flute v.7 Oboe v.8 1st.
Clarinet in A v. 9 2nd Clarinet in A v. 10 Horns in F
v.ll Bassoon v. 12 1st Cornet in A v. 13 2d Cornet in
A v.14 Trombone v. 15 Drums.
q785.2 Conradi, August "Berlin in joy and sorrow." 5v.
C76b v.O Piano v.l 1st Violin v. 2 2d Violins v.3 Viola
v.4 Cello v.5 Bass v. 6 Flute v.7 Oboes v.8 1st
Clarinet in B flat v. 9 2d Clarinet in B flat v. 10
Bassoons v.ll 1st Horn in F v. 12 2d Horn in F
v.13 1st Cornet in B flat v. 14 2d Cornet in B flat
v.15 Trombone v. 16 Timpany B flat & F, drums and i
bells.
785.1 Dvorak, Antonin Aus der neuen Welt 25v v.l Partitur
D9£ v.2 Violino 1 v.3 Violino 2 v.4 Viola v.5 Violon-
cello v.6 Contrabasso v.7 Flauto 1 v.8 Flauto 2 e
piccolo v.9 Oboe 1 v. 10 Oboe 2 v.ll Clarinetto 1
v.12 Clarinetto 2 v.13 Fagotto 1 v. 14 Fagotto 2













Elgar,E.W. Pomp and circumstance rmilitary marches.
Op. 39 llv. v.O Piano conductor v.l 1st. Violin
v.2 2nd. Violine v. 3 Viola v. 4 Cello v. 5 Bass v.
6 Flute v.7 1st. Clarinet in A natural, v. 8 1st .Cor-
net in A natural v. 9 Bass trombone v. 10 Timpani,
drums and glookenspiel
.















Foote,A.W. Suite in D moll fur grosses Orchester.
Op. 36.
Gade, Niels Fruhlings-bot schaft . Op. 35.
v.O Partitur v.l Violine 1 v.2 Violine
ola v.4 Violoncell v. 5 Cello v. 6 Bass
1 v.8 Flote 2 v.9 Oboe 1 v. 10 Oboe 2
inette 1 v«12 Clarinette 2 v. 13 Horn 1
2 v.15 Horn 3 v. 15 Horn 4 v.17 Fagott








1 v . Fag-
Gade, Niels Nachklange von Ossian: ouverture . Op.l.
6v. v.l Klavier v.2 Violine 1 v.3 Violine 2
v.4 Viola v.5 Violoncell & bass v. 6 Flote 1.
German, J. E. Three dances from the music to Shake-
speare's Henry Vlll. 5v. v.l Full score v.2
v.2 Violino primo v.3 Violino secondo v.4 Viola










Scherzo fur Orchester. Op. 45 Par-
Gounod, C.F. Ballet music from "Faust " . S\ n.ite 1, no. 1-4.
18v. v.l Piano v.2 Violin 1 v.3 Violin 2 v.4
Viola v.5 Cello v. 6 Bass V.7 Flute v.8 Oboe v.
9 Clarinet 1 v. 10 Clarinet 2 v.ll Baseoon v. 12
Horn 1 v.13 Horn 2 v. 14 Cornet 1 v. 15 Cornet 2
v.l 6 Trombone v. 17 Bass drum v. 18 Timpany & tri-
angle .
Gounod, C.F. Ballet music from "Faust ". Suite 2,no.5-7
18v. v.l Piano v.2 Organ v.3 Solo & obligato
violin v.4 Violin 1 v.5 Violin 2 v. 6 Viola v.
7 Violoncello v.8 Bass v.9 Flute v. 10 Oboe v.
11 Clarinet 1 v. 12 Clarinet 2 v. 13 Bassoon v. 14
Horns v .15 Cornet 1 v. 16 Cornet 2























"In a nutshell" Suite for orchestra,
ea^an percussion instruments.
Grieg, Edvard Hagerup ance-caprice from Albumleaves;
14 v. v.l, Piano. v. 2 1st. violin. v. 3. 2nd
violin. v.4. Viola. v. 5 Cello & 2nd. flute.
v.6. 3ass. v.7 1st flute v. 8 Oboes v. 9 1st Clar
inet in A v. 10 2nd. Clarinet in A. v. 11. Bass -
oons v.12 1st & 2nd horn in F v. 13 1st & 2nd cor-
net in A v. 14 Trombone, tympani in ; & B & triangle
Grieg, E. H. Erste orchestersuite aus der musik zu
"Peer Gynt" op. 46. partitur.
Grieg, E. H. Kiavier concert opus 16 5 v. v.l
Partitur v. 2 Violino 1 v. 3 Violino 2 v.4 viola
v.5 Violoncello e Bass.
Grieg, Edward Hagerup Landk jenduig. Op. 31. 26 v.
v.l Partitur v. 2 Violino I v. 3 Violino II v.4
Viola v.5 Violoncello v.6 liasso v.7 Fiauto I
v.8 Plauto II v.9 Oboe I v. 10 Oooe II v. 11
Jlarinetto I in A v. 12 ciarinetto II in A v. 13
Tuba v.14 Tromba I in E v. 15 Tromoa II in E v.
16 corno I in E v. 17 Corno II in E v. 18 Gorno III
in E v.19 corno I V in E v. 20 Tromoone I (tenor)
v.21 Trombone Il(tenor) v. 22 Trombone III (tenor)
v.23 Timpani in E Fagotto I v. 25 Fagotto
II v.26 Organo
Grieg, E . H. Solvegg's song from Peer Gynt 18 v.
v.l piano v. 2 solo and ooligato violin v. 3 1st
vi olins v.4 2nd violins v.5 viola v.6 violin-
cello v.7 Bass v.8 Flute v.9 Oboes v. 10
1st larinet in A v. 11 2nd Clarinet in A v. 12
jassoons v. 13 1st hornin F v. 14 2nd horn in F
v. 15 1st cornet in A v. 16 2nd cornet in A v. 17
3a s tromoone v. 18 organ
Grieg. E. H. Symphonische tanze fur grosses orchester
op. 6<i partitur*
Hayden, F. J. Surprise sympnony 18 v.
v.l Piano v. 2 1st violin v. 3 2na violin v.4
viola v.5 Cello v.6 Bass v.7 1st flute v.8
2nd flute v.9 Oboes v. 10 1st clarinet v. II 2nd
Clarinet v. 12 1st horn v. 13 2nd horn v»14 Bass-
oon v.15 1st cornet v. 16 2nd cornet v. 17 Trom-
oone v.18 timpany*
Hayden, F. J.
Syrapnonie no 86, D dur partitur.
q785.1
H32s88






Hayden, P. J. Symphonie Mo. 93 1) dur partitur*
7ti5.1 Hayden, P. J. Symphonie no $4 G dur 5 v. v.l
fH32s94 Partitur v. 2 violine 1 v. 3 violine 2 v. 4 viola
v.5 violoncell and bass
q785.1
H32s95
Hayden, P . J' Sympnonie no. 95 C moll.
q785.1
H32s96
Hayden, P. J. Symphonie Wo. 96 G dur,
q785.1
H32s97
Hayden, F. J. Symphonie no. 97 J dur.
q785.1
H32S98
Hayden, P . J. Symphonie Mo. 98 B dur.
q785.1
H32s99
Hayden, P . J. Symphonie Mo. 99 F.s dur.
q785.1
H32sl00





Hayden, Franz, Joseoh Symphonie Mo. 101 D moll,
partitur*
Hayden. P. J. Symphonie Mo. 102 B dur partitur.
q785.1
H32sl03
Hoyden, P. J. Sympunnie, Mo. 103 B's dur partitur.
q785.1
H32S104
Hayden, P. J. Symphonie Mo. 104 D dur partitur.
785.6 Hiller, Ferdinand joncert fur das pianoforte Op.





Hint on, Arthur Three orchestral scences from Enuymion
(Xeats) First mite, vl Sunrise. v2 Shepherds
song. v. 3 Dance of Youths and Maidens 19 v.





Kussner, Albert liemoires 16 v.
v.l piano acc. v. 2 violin lmo. v. 3 violin II
do v.4 viola v.5 cello v. 6 Jasso v. 7 ?iute
v.8 Oboe v.9 Clarinet I mo in A v. 10 Jiarinet
II do in A v.li 3asson v. 12 jornet 1 mo in A
v.13 Jornet II do in A v. 14 Horns in F v. 15
Tromoone v. 16 Timpany in A.- & D%
1?
Liszt B Franz Phantassie uber ungarische volksmelodien


















Hamlet unci Ophelia Op. 22 25 v.
v.l violine I v. 2 Violine II
v.4 Vioiencell v. 5 Contrabass
v.7 Flote II v.8 Kleine flBte
v.10 Obee II v. 11 olarinette I in
v.12 Olarinette II in B v. IS Fagott I v. 14
Fagott II v.15 Ventilhorn I in P v. 16 Ventilhorn
II in P v. 17 Ventilhorn III in P v. 18 Ventilhorn
IV in P v.19 Trompete I in P v. 20 Trompete II
in P v.21 Posaune I v. 22 Posaune II v. 23 Posaune
III v.24 Pauken v. 25 Grosse trommel & becken.
MBODowell, E . A. Konzert Mo. I, A moll fur pianoforte
una orchester Op. 15 21 v. v.O Partitur v.l
Violine I v. 2 Vioiine II v. 3 Viola v.4
Violoncell v. 5 Bass V.6 FlBte I v.7 FlBte II
v.8 Oboe I v.9 Oboe II v. 10 Klarinette I in A
v.ll Klarinette II in k vl2 Fagott I v. 13 Fagott
II v.14 Horn I in F v. 15 Horn II in F v. 16
Horn III in F v. 17 Horn IV in F v. 18 Trompete
I in F v.19 Trompete II in F v. 20 Pauken
A. Konzert Ko,
Op. £3 24 v.
v.2 Violine II
v.5 Bass v.6
v.9 Oboe II v.
II v.12 Fagott
v.14' Ventilhorn I in F v.
v.I6 Ventiinorn III in F
v.18 Ventil-trompete I in F
II in F v.20 Posaurne I







2 fur pianoforte una
v.O Partitur v.l
v.3 Viola v.4
Pl8te I v.7 FlBte II
10 Jiarinette I v.ll
I v.13 Fagott II
15 Ventiinorn II in F
v.17 Ventilhorn IV in F
v.19 ; entil-t romoete
sr. 21 Posaume II v. 22
MaoDowell, 3. A.
v.& £. ' ioline
Lamia Op. 29
v.3 Bratsche
26 v. v.l 1 Violin
v.4 Violoncell v.5
0--.xtj.Dass v.6 1. FlBte v.7 2.Fldte v.8
Kleine flBte v.9 l.Oboe v. 10 2. Oboe v.ll 1.
Klarinette in B v.12 2 Klarinette in B v. 13 1
Fagott v.14 2 Fagott v. 15 1 Horn in F v. 16 2
Horn in F v. 17 3 Horn in F v. 18 4 Horn in F
v.19 1 Ventiltrompete in F v. 20 2 Ventiitrompet
e
in F v.21 1 Posaune v. 22 2. Posaune V23 3
Posaune v.24 tuba v. 25 2 Pauken in D.F. v. 26
Becken. Tam-tam.
i«tacDowell
t K. A. Lancelot una Elaine 27 v.
v.O) Partitur v.l I Violinen v.2 II Violinen
v.5 Bratschen v.4 Violoncelle v.5 ContrabSsse
v.6 1 Grosse flBte v.7 II Grosse flBte v.8
-leine flBte v.9 l.Oboe v.Io II. Oboe v.ll
I. Olarinette in B v.12 II olarinette in B v. 13
I Fagott v.14 II Fagott v. 15 I Ventilhorn in F.
v.16 II Ventilhorn in F v. 17 III Ventilhorn in P
v.ld IV Ventilhorn in F v.19 Ventiltrompete in
F v.20 II Ventiilrom :>ete in P

v. 21 I Posaume v. 22 II Posaume v. 23 III Posaili?e
v





















MacDowell , E. A. Die Sarazenen 27 v. v.O Partitur
v.l Violine I v. 2 Violine II v. 3 Viola v.
4
Bioloncell v. 5 Bass v. 6 Kleine fiOte v. 7
FIBte I Y.8 FiCte II v. 9 Oboe I v. 10 Oboe II
v. 11 Klarinette I v. 12 Klarinette II v. 13 Fagott
I v. 14 Fagott II v.15 Ventil iiorn I v. 16
Ventilhorn II v. 17 Ventil horn III v. 18 Ventil
horn IV v. 19 Ventil trompete I v. 20 Ventil
trompete II v. 21 Posaime I v. 22 Posaune II
v.23 Posaune III v. 24 Tuba v. 25 pauken v. 26
Becken unci grosse trommel
Massenet, J. B. F* "Last dream of the Virgin." 17 v.
v.O Piano v.l 1st Violin v. 2 2d Violin v.
3
Viola v.4 Violoncello v. 5 Bass v. 6 Flute
v. 7 Oboe v.8 1st clarinet in A v. 9 2d clarinet
in A v.10 Bassoon v. 11 1st Horn in F v. 12
2d Horn in F v. 13 1st Cornet in A v. 14 2d
Cornet in A v. 15 Trombone v. 16 Bells
Mendelssohn- Bartholdy Klavier-koncert D-moll Op. 40
4 v. v.l Violine 1 v. 2 Violine 2 v. 3 Viola
v.4 Violoncell & Bass.





Mendelssonn-Barthoidy Overture aus Shakespeares
'
Sommernachtstraum Op. 21 Haus music 6 v.
v.l Klavier v. 2 violine 1 v. 3 Violine 2 v.4





Symphonic Ho. 3 A moil Op. 56
Mendeissohn-Bartnoldy Symphonie Wo. 3 Op 56
Hausmusic 5 v. v.l klavier via violine 1
v.2 violine 2 v. 3 viola v.4 violoncell & bass
flOte 1























Mendel ssonn-bartholdy, J .L.F. Italian sympnouy in A 134.
for the orchestra. 18v. v.l let violin v.
2
2nd violin v.o Viola v. 4 Cello & base v. 5 1st.
flute v.6 2nd flute v. 7 Bass trombone v. 8 Tim-
pany in A & £ v. 9 1st. cornet in A v. 10 2nd cor-
net in A v.ll Oooes v. 12 Bassoons v. 16 1st. trom-
bone v.i^t 2nd trombone v.lo lau.clarj.net v.lt>
2xxQ clarinet in A v. 17 1st. horn in F v. 18 2nd rlurn
la r .
Mendel 3sohn-Bartholdy, J. L ,F.
Op .64.





inet in B flat
Bascoons v. 12
War march of the priests
20v. v.O Piano v.l 1st. violin
v.3 viola v.4 Cello v. 5 Bass v.6
2nd. flute v. 8 Oboe v. 9 1st clar-
v.10 2nd clarinet in B flat v.ll
1st horn v. 13 2nd.horn in.F v.14
Tuba v.15 1st. cornet in B flat v,16 2nd. cornet
in B flat v. 17 lst.& 2nd. trombone v. 18 Bass trom-
bone v.19 Tympani in F and C.
Meyer-Eelmund, Erik Serenade roccoco. 8v. v.O score
v.l Piano v.2 Piano-kondukteur v.3 Violino 1 v.4




Mo s zk ow sk i , Mor it z
d 1 orchestre
.
Concerto pour le piano avec accomp't
Op.
5
Q ;5v. v.l Partitur v.2
Violino 1 v.3 Violino 2 v.4 Viola v. 5 Violoncel-
lo v.6 Basso v.7 Flauto 1 v. 8 Flauto 2 v.9 Oboe
1. v.10 Oboe 2 v.ll Clarinetto 1 v. 12 Clarinetto
2 v.13 Fagotto 1 v. 14 Fagotto 2 v. 15 Corno 1
v.16 Corno 2 v. 17 Corno 3 in E v. 18 Corno 4 v.
19 Tromba 1 v. 20 Tromba 2.
Moszkowaki, Morit z Concerto pour le piano avec accomp't
d'orchestre. 26v.
Mozart , J.C ,W.A. "Figaro's hochzeit". 7v v.l 1st.
violin v.2 2nd. violin v.3 Viola v.4 Cello & bass
v.5 1st. flute v.6 2nd flute v.7 1st. clarinet in A.
Mozart, J.C.W.A. Koncert no. 9 Es dur fur pianoforte
und orchester. Partitur.
Mozart , J .C .V/. A, Xonzert no. 23 in A dur fur pianoforte
und orchester. 12v. v.O Partitur v.l Violine 1
v.2 Violine 2 v.3 Viola v.4 Violoncell & bass v.
5 Flote v.6 Klarinette 1 v.7 Klarinette 2 v.
8
Fagott 1 v,9 Fagott 2 v.10 Horn 1 v.ll Horn 2.
Mozart, J.C .17. A. Minuetto from E flat symphony, 16v.
v.l 1st. violin v.2 2nd. violin v.3 Viola v.4
Cello v.5 Bass v.6 1st clarinet in B flat v.7 2nd.
Clarinet v. 8 1st. cornet in B flat v. 9 2nd. cornet

.135.in B flat v.10 Oboes v. 11 Bassoons v. 12 Horn's
in F v. 13 Timpani v.14 Flute v. 15 Trombone
v.16 Drums & bells.
785.5 Mozart , J.C .W. A . Overture zur oper "Bon Juan". 17 v.
M87d v.l Violine 1 v. 2 Violine 2 v. 3 Viola v. 4 Vi-
oloncell und basso v. 5 Flote 1 v. 6 Flote 2 v.
7
Fagot t 1 v.8 Fagott 2 v. 9 Oboe 1 v,10 Oboe 2
v.ll Clarinette 1 v. 12 Clarinette 2 v. 13 Trom-




Mozart , J.C .W. A. Ouverturen. Partitur.
785.1 Mozart , J.C .W. A. Symphonie no. 41. 6v. v.l Klavier
M87s41 v.2 Violine 1 v. 3 Violine 2 v. 4 Viola v. 5 Vi-
oloncell & bass v. 6 Flote 1.
785.2 Mcode,J.L. Suite from the South. 18v. v.l Piano
fN54s v.2 Violin 1 v. 3 Violin 2 v. 4 Viola v. 5 Cello
v.6 Bass v.7 Flute v.8 Oboe v. 9 Clarinet 1 in
B flat & A v.10 Clarinet 2 in Bflat & A v.ll
Bassoon v. 12 Cornet 1 in B flat v.13 Cornet 2
in B flat v.14 Horns in F v. 15 Trombone v.16







Rameau,J.P. Drei Ballet stuck e fur orch ester zum kon-
zertvortrag. Score.
Reinecke, K.H .C . Zum ersten satze des konzertes no. 3.
785
R34
Rheinberger, J. G. Elegischer marsch. 2v.
q785.1 . Ropartz,J.G. Quatrieme symphonie en ut majeur. Par-
R58s4 titur.
q785.6 Rubinstein, A. C. Concert pcur le violin avec accompagne-
R82c ment d'orchestre ou de piano. Op. 46.
785.S Saint s-Saens,C .0 . Deuxieme concerto pour piano & orches-
fSa2 tre. Op. 22. v.l Partition d'orchestre v.2
lr violon v. 3 2d violon v. 4 Alto v. 5 Vile
& C. basse, v.6 Flutes v.7 Clarinettes v,8
Hautbos v.9 Cors a pistons v. 10 Bassons v.ll
Trompettss v. 12 Timbales v. 13 Cymbales v.14
Piaxo
.
q785.2 Saint- Saens.C.C. "Prelude du deluge". 20v. v.O
Sa2p Partitur v.l 1st. violin v.2 2nd. violin v.
3
Viola v.4 Violoncello v. 5 Ba3s v.6 1st. flute
v.7 2nd. flute v.8 Oboes v.9 1st clarinet in A

























Horn in F v. 13 2nd, in F v. 14 3d & 4th Horn
in F v.15 1st. cornet in A v.lG 2nd. Cornet





Une nuit a Li sbonne; barcarolle.
Schubert, F, P. C dur symphonie.




Symphonie in H moll no. 8. 7v. v.l
v.2 Violine 1 v. 3 Violine 2 v. 4 Vi-
ola v.5 Violoncell v. 6 Bass v. 7 Flote.
Schubert, F.P. Zauberharfe.
Schumann ,R . A . Kl avi ex c one ex t . Op . 54 . Par t i tur
.
Schumann, R. A. Klavier-konzert A moll. Op. 54. 5v.
v.l Violine 1 v.2 Violine 2 v. a Viola v.
4
Viol one ell v.5 Bass.
Schumann, P.. A. Slumber song. with Mozart, J.C.W.A.
Minuet to from E flat symphonie. 1 v . v.l
1st, violin v.2 2a violin v,3 Viola v,4 Cel-
lo v,5 Bass v.6 1st clarinet in B flat v.
7
2d clarinet in B flat v. 8 1st cornet in B flat
v.2 2d cornet in B flat v. 10 Oboes v. 11 Bas-
soons v,12 Horns in F v.13 Timpani v. 14 Flute
v.15 Trombone v. 16 Drums & bells.
Schumann , R . A . Symphoni e . Sc or e
.
Schumann, R. A. Symphonie no.l. Op. 38. 7v. v.l.
Klavier v.2 Violine 1 v. 3 Violine 2 v.
4
Viola v,5 Violoncell v.6 Bass v. 7 Flote 1.
Schumann,?.. A. Zigeunerleben, 2©v. v.l Partitur
v.2 Violine 1 v. 3 Violine 2 v. 4 Bratsche
v.5 Violoncell v.6 Contra-bass v. 7 Gros.e
flote v.8 Kleine flote v. 9 Hoboe 1 v. 10 Ho-
boe 2 v.ll Clarinette 1 in A v. 12 Clarinette
2in A v.13 Fagott 1 v. 14 Fagott 2 v.15 Grosse
trommel v.13 Kleine trommel v.l 7 Waldhorn 1








Sinding,Christian Concert. Op. 6. 137 «
785. 3
O c oc
Stoj owski, Bigismiind Concert in 6 fur violine. Par-
+ I +T\Vbi k/ U-L .
785
I OOO










Tschaikowsky ,P .1 . Concerto no.l in B minor. Op. 23.
785.6
T781
Tschaikowsky,P .1 . Concert no.l B moll fur pianoforte
rait begleitung des orchesters Oder eines zweiten
pianoforte. Op, 23 19v, v.l Partitur v. 2 Vi-
oline 1 v.3 Violine 2 v. 4 Viola v. 5 Cello v.
6
Basso v.6 Basso v. 7 Flauto 1 v. 8 Flauto 2 v.
9
Oboe 1 v.10 Oboe 2 v. 11 Clarinetto 1 in B v. 12
Clarinetto 2 in B v. 13 Fagotto 1 v. 14 Fagotto 2
v.15 Corno 1 in F v. IS Corno 2 in F v. 17 Corno





Tschaikowsky,P .1 . La chasse from th "Seasons". 20v.
v.l Piano v. 2 1st. violin v.3 2nd. violin v. 4 Vi-
ola v.5 Violoncello v.6 Bass v. 7 Flute v. 8 Pic-
colo v.9 Oboes v.10 1st. clarinet in A v.11 2nd.
clarinet in A v. 12 Bassoons v. 13 1st .horn in F
v.14 2nd horn in F v. 15 3rd.& 4th.horns in F v. 16
1st. cornet in A v. 17 lst.& 2nd. trombone v. 18 Bass
trombone v. 19 Timpany in C & G, triangle & cymbals
it Ov crt> nV • £ VJ Ui. : •
785.
fT78
Tschaikowsky , P.I. Partitur du ballet v.l Partition
v.2 Tamburino v.3 Violin 1 v. 4 Violin 2 v.5 Viola
v.6 Violoncello v. 7 Basso v. 8 Flauto 1 v.9 Flau-
to 2 v.10 Flauto 3 v. 11 Oboe 1 v. 12 Oboe 2 v.13
Clarinetto 1 v.14 Clarinetto 2 v. 15 Clarinetto bas-
so v.16 Fagotto 1 v.17 Fagotto 2 v. 18 Corno 1 in F
v.19 Corno 2 in F v. 20 florno 3 in F v. 21 Horn 4 in
F v.22 Corno inglese v. 22 Tuba v. 23 Tromba. 1 in
A v.24 Tromba 2 in A v. 25 Tromba 3 . .v. 26 Tromba
*r V . C- C IxulUuUIlc UaSoU V » c C XJ.IIipa.XlX Oc L< J71 clllgUJ. V .
785.3
1 (OS
Tschaikowsky,P. I . Serenade fur str eichorchester. 6v.
785.1 Tschaikowsky,P.I. Symphonie no.l. Op. 13. Partitur.
785.1
qT78s2
Tschaikowsky,P.I. Symphonie no. 2. Partitur.

1 38
785.1 Tschaikowsky,P .1. Symphonie. Op. 29. Partitur.
qT?8s3
785.1 Tschaikowsky,P.I. Symphonie F moll. Op. 36 Partitur.
qT78s4
785.1 Tschaikowsky,P.I . Symphonie no. 5. Op. 54 Partitur.
qT78s5
785.1 Tschaikowsky,P. I . Symphonie pathetique no. 6. Op. 74.
qT78sS Partitur.
785 Tschakof f , Ivan Dance suite 17v. v.l Piano v.
2
fT782d 1st .violin v. 3 2nd. violin v. 4 Viola v. 5 Violon-
cello v.6 Bass v. 7 Flute v. 8 Oboe v. 9 1st.
clarinet in A v. 10 2nd clarinet in A v. 11 Bas-
soon v.12 Horns in F v. 13 lat. cornet in A v. 14
2nd.cornetin A v. 15 Trombone v. 16 Drums, bell o &
triangle v. 17 Organ or harmonium,
782.5 Verdi, F.G.F. Aida; opera in quattro atti. Partitura
V58a d' orchestra.
q78 ::.2 Wagner, W.R. Elsa's dream from "Lohengrin". v.O Piano
W12e v.l Solo and obligato violin v. 2 1st .violin v.
3
2nd. violin v. 4 Viola v.b Cello v.6 Bass v.
7
1st. flute v.8 2nd flute v. 9 Oboes v.10 1st. clar-
inet in Bflat v. 11 2nd. clarinet in B flat v. 12
Bassoons v. 13 1st .horn in F v. 14 2nd. horn in F
v. 15 3d & 4th horns in F v. 16 Cornet in Bflat so-
lo, tenor saxophone, trumpet or baritone v.17 2d.
cornet in B flat v.18 lst.& Sn&.tromDone . v. 19
Bass trombone v. 20 Timpany in A flat & E flat v.
21 Brums v. 22 Organ.
q?82.2 Wagner, W.P.. Lohengrin.
W12$s
785 Wagner, W.R. Siegfried-idyle. 14v. v.l Partitur v.
2
fW12s Violine 1 v. 3 Clarinette 1 v. 4 Clarinette 2 v.
5
Hoboe v.6 Fagot t v. 7 Horn 1 v.8 Horn 2 v.
9
Trompete in C v. 10 Flote v. 11 Contra-oass v. 12
Bratsche v. 14 Violine 2.
q^82.2 Wagner, W.R. "Under the douole eagle" jmarcn . Op.lbS.
W12u lbv. v.O Piano v.l 1st. violins v. 2 2nd. violins
v.3 Viola v,4 Ceiio v. 5 Bass v.b Flute & piccolo
v.y Qooe v.8 ls-c. clarinet in A v. 9 2nd. clarinet
in A v.10 Bassoon v.n Horns in F v. 12 1st. cor-
net in A v.15 2nd cornet in A v.i<± Tromcone v.i5
Drums.
785. 9 Wagner, W.R, Dreams. l^v.
W12d
vy5.t> Weber ,U ,M, von Ouverturen. Score.
rW38

qVb5.5 Weber , C .M.von Ocer on: overture . 5v. v.l 1st. violin^
W38o v.2 2nd. violin v. 3 Viola v. 4 Cello v. 5 Bass.
q?8b.b Wieniawski, Henri Second concerto,re hi ineur, allegro mod-
W65s erat o, romance finale a la zingara,pour le violon avec
accorapagnement d'orchestre ou de piano. Op. 22.
15v. v.O Partitur v.l Violino 1 v.2 Vioiino 2
v.3 Viola v. 4 Violoncello & contra-oasso , v. 5 Flau-
ti v.6 Oboi v.7 Clarinetti in B v,8 Fagotti v.
9
corni in F v. 10 Tromci in D v. 11 Tromoone tenore
v.12 Tronoone alto v. 13 Tr on. Done basso v.l* Tim-
pani in Au.D.




q785.2 Foote. A.W. Symphonischer prolog. "Francesca da Rimini
F73s fur grosses archest er. Op. 24.





















Philosophy and esthetics 42.
Piano, Theory of 30.
Piano ensemble 104.
Public school music 71.
Sacred music 72.
Sacred music , Hi story of 35.
Str ing, Ensembl e 11 5
.
String quart et 8, List of — 108.
Theory of music — 15.




Voice, Theory of 27,



